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Foreword

This important report makes a timely and very useful contribution to the still nascent field of
privatisation analysis. It is an eloquent testament to the fact that analysis of actions taken during the
precursory stages of privatisation is crucial to an understanding of post-privatisation outcomes.
Indeed, without this, the distributional equation

of pnvatisation

is likely to be incomplete at best and

highly misleading at worst.

This work exposes the hollowness of claims that privatisation has "delivered" for low income
consumers by revealing the way that disconnection data has been misinterpreted and manipulated.

In her study, Ms. Romeril has effectively debunked pervasive myths within the industry about the
profile of the disconnected as "skippers", refuting the theory that socio-economic variables outside

of the control of the industry have driven most of the increase in household disconnections.

This study represents a triumph of appropriate methodology, careful and reflexive argument and
analysis, and full and careful presentation, discussion and interpretation of interesting and relevant

data.It is exceptionally clearly focused and well written. Simultaneously, this report is passionate,
precise, fluent and scholarly. We hope you enioy reading it as much as we have.

Dr. John Ernst,
Victoria University of Technology

Dr. Rob Watts,
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
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Executive Summary
The research documented in this report presents a serious challenge to those who claim that the
introduction of commercial principles to public services will automatically benefit all citizens. T'he
findings

of this

research confirm fears that privatisation increases soci'al divisions by bringing

benefits to those who already have a disproportionate share of society's resources while inflicting
punishments on disadvantaged citizens who are least able to exercise market power.

Before the Victorian Government sold its electricity clistnbution businesses to private owners, it set
benchmarks against which performance could be monitored in order to ensure that the community

was not disadvantaged by privatisation. The benchmarks were based on the performance

of

the

publicly owned State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECU ur at 29 Septemb er 7994. Using

this criterion, the private electricity distribution businesses appear to have performed well by
reducing the rate at which domestic customers are disconnected from electricity

Flowever, the longitudinal study

of

disconnection data contained

for inability to

in this paper

pay.

reveals that the

performance of the SECV as at Septemb er 1,994 was far from the best practice achieved by the

utility while under public ownership.

It was, in fact, the time of the highest rate of domestic

disconnections on public record.

Best practice for the SECV was established in the latter half of the 1980s, when an average of 0.7
households per thousand domestic customers was disconnected each month over a period of six
years. The benchmark that the Government set

for the private companies was more than trvice this

best practice, at 1.6 households disconnected per month per thousand domestic customers. Itwas

not until

1,997

that the private distribution businesses started performing at a level equivalent to

SECV best practice, which represents over six years of hardship for Victorian consumers. Further,

in the

absence

of

regular reporting since March 1997,

it is impossible to

determine whether

disconnections are again increasing.

Rising unemployment explains some
Increased electricity tariffs

in

of the increase in

combination with high unemployment provides more

explanation but still there are unexplained aspects
introduced in the context

of

domestic disconnections, but not all.

commercialisation

of the trends. The

increases

of

the

in tariffs were

o[ the SECV and as part of a reorientation of

pnonues away from social goals in favour of economic efficiency. While there is limited conclusive

evidence

of a toughening in the attitude of the SECV toward people in financial difficulty, u fuller

examination of the context of the increase in domestic disconnections in the ezuly 1990s suggests
that this was also a significant contribuung factor.

Thus the process of privatisation of electricity in Victoria, in particular the process of
commercialisation and corporatisation that prepared the SECV for sale to private owners, has
inflicted a major cost on vulnerable citizens in the form of a dramatic increase in the number of
households disconnected from essential power.

Seven recommendations emerge

from this research:

1,. that the role of the Regulator General be expanded to include oversight of the social impact of
privatisation in order to ensure that all Victorians are treated Fairly, including people in receipt of
low incomes

2.

that service standards be developed that meet the needs of low income consumers, particularly

in regard to

access

to supply and appropriate and responsive debt collection practices such

as

flexible payment schemes and deferment or waiver of debt

3. that the Regulator

General adopt

a

target

of

^

maximum average

of

0.35 households

disconnected from electricity per month per thousand domestic customers as a benchmark for
evaluating the performance of privatised electricity companies

4. that the Regulator

General publish detailed monthly disconnection figures

in

order to

demonstrate public accountability for monitoring the performance of the companies

5.

that the Victorian Government establish community service obligations for the corporatised and
privatised utilities in order to ensure that no household is disconnected through inability to pay

6. that the Regulator General monitor the preparation phases of

commercialisation and

corporatisation of the gas and water industries in order to avoid establishing the worst practice
levels of the benchmarks for assessing the performance of privaused utilities

1.

that the Victorian Government evaluate the impact of privatisation on the functioning of
democracy, in particular, th. impact of loss of access to essential services on the capacity of
Victorians to fulfil their obligations as citizens.

vi

CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

Why is this research needed?
The first report of the Regulator General on the performance of the newly privatised electricity
distribution businesses in Victoria, published in October 1995 within three months of the sale of the

first of the five

businesses, announced

'Good news for customers' (ORG 1995b:1). Two reasons

were put foruzard for this positive assessment. First, never before had the 'industry watchdog'
published data to show that he was monitoring the impact of privatisation on customers. Second,

the data contained in the report suggested that standards oF service provided by the new private
distribuuon businesses 'do not appear to have Fallen' below those of the old publicly-owned State
Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECV) (ORG 1995b:1).

The first of these developments was indeed good news. The Office of the Regulator General
(ORG) is required by law to monitor and report on the perfoffnance of the utiliues in regard to
agreed performance indicators whereas the old SECV was highly inconsistent

in monitoring

and

reporting on ch'anges in customer service standards. The lukewarm qualification in the second
development, however, is important
General to enable him

- only extremely limited

data was available

to the

to fulfil his obligation of ensuring that the private distnbution

Regulator
businesses

perform at least to the standard of the SECV.

Thus it has been necessary for community organisations to fill this gap by gathering data from

a

variety of SECV publications and where the data is not published, to extract it under Freedom of

Information laws, in order to construct a longitudinal picture of developments in customer service
standards. The Regulator General was quoted as admitting that the lack

prior to

1994 was 'less than ideal' (ASt 4.10.95:4)

of

data for disconnections

but nevertheless he has continued to claim success

in ensuring an equal or better standard of service than the old SECV as evidenced by headlines from

October 1995 - 'Regulator General hails sale of power industry' - and Janu'ary

1'997

-

lWatchdog

praises power companies' (Age 10.1.97:A5).

This study demonstrates that the lack of historical da:a on disconnections has fat greater
srgnificance than is suggested by the Regulator General's characterisation of it as 'less than ideal'. It
is, in fact, critical

to the ability of the Regulator General to carry out his responsibilities of ensuring

that the service standards of the privately owned electricity distribution businesses do not decline
below those of the SECV. This report collates and analyses such data as c'an be extracted regarding

the disconnecdon of Victorian households from electncity supply for inability to pay and reveals

a

disturbing picture that challenges the positive assertions of the Regulator General.

While some factors that contribute to changes in rates of disconnection from power are outside the

control of the provider, nevertheless utilities have a high degree of discretion in deciding whether

off from their services. This study explores the impact of privatisation of
electricity on people living on low incomes by examining trends in rates of disconnection of

households will be cut

domestic customers from elecfficity supply in Victoria.

It

covering public provision oF electricity and atl stages
corporatisation, commercialisation

traces ffends

for a twelve year period,

of the privatisation Process

including

and sale to private owners, demonstrating that

the

corporatisation process that prepared the SECV for sale inflicted a maior cost on low income
households in this state.

This report contends that domestic electricity disconnections have increased dramatically as a direct

result

of policy

decisions

by the SECV in

microeconomic reform. Thus, the process
negative impact

on vulnerable

consumers

response

to

government decisions regarding

of privatisation of electricity in Victoria has had ^
by denying low income households access to and

maintenance of supply of essential power.

In terms of

research design,

th.

decision to focus on disconnections as a way of monitoring the

impact of privatisation is controversial because of the wide range of factors which can potentially
impact on disconnections. This presents a challenge to tease out these factors and trace as far
possible the contribution

of

each

as

to the trends. There is a defensible argument for taking this

approach that is fleshed out in the following chapters.

This introduction explains the significance of this study, describes the approach taken
summarises the key

and

findi.S. Chapter 2 describes what has occurred in Victoria in the privatisation

of electricity, within the context of national competition policy and international trends to economic
rationalism.

It

also presents a critique

of the ideology underpinning

privatisation, summarises

existing research into the impacts o[ privatisation and points to the need for further resezrch to

monitor the social impacts. Chapter 3 details the method used in the current study and traces the
trends that emerge from an exarnination of disconnection rates in electricity in Victoria. Chapter 4

examines the various factors that have contributed disconnection trends in the Victorian electricity

industry and exposes the extent to which the increase in disconnections was due to deliberate policy
decisions of the SECV. The finat chapter discusses the implications oF these findings for electricity
customers in Victoria, for the privatisation

of other utilities and for broader

debates about the state

and the market.

What is so significant about this research?
Federal and State Governments

in Australia claim to be pursuing privatisation of

state owned

of improving efficiency and eFfectiveness of services to citizens. This is part of a
highly significant international trend toward privatisation which represents 'a pivotal point in the
businesses as a way

history of the modern State' as governments relinquish their role

in

providing the physical

infrastructure of society (Ernst 7994a:2). This process is informed by the dominant ideology of
economic rationalism, which holds that market forces are more efficient and effective than
governments in allocating economic resources. Privatisation of utilities is a significant part of this
change in the role of government because these services direcdy impact on every household (Ernst
1994a:2).

The Liberal/Nauonal Party Coalition Government o[ Victoria claims that the benefits of utility
privatisatron will be shared by everyone through general economic growth and lower tariffs (OSOE
1,994). Experience

in the UKsuggests that the benefits of privatisation of public utiliues are not, in

fact, shared equally (Ernst 1994a). This study was initiated in antrcipauon of unequal impacts on
citizens in Victoria as we go down the same path of privatisation as Britain.

Uulities in Victoria have already been corporatised so that they now function like private businesses

with management separated from government (OSOE

1994). Electricity distribution and some

electricity generation is privately owned and gas distribuuon will be sold

Government has stated that

it

in

1998. The Victorian

may sell water distribution after the year 2000

@t

30.3.96). The

Government aims to introduce genuine competition to the domestic electricity and gas industries
through choice of supplier for all customers by the year 200L Thus now is the ideal time to

assess

the initial impacts of privatisation in order to inform government decision-making regarding future
privatisation.

As with utility privatisation in the UK, the Victorian Government is not allowing unfettered market

forces to control the process.

It

has established the Office

of the Regulator General specifically to

regulate the privatised utility industies in Victoria to promote competition and efficiencl, to protect

the interests of consumers in regard to prices, safety, reliability and quality of supply, to facilitate a
financially viable industry (OSOH, 1994b:69) and 'to ensure that users and customers benefit from

competition and efficiency' (Government of Victoria 1994). The Victorian Government is also
committed to continuation of concessions to pensioners (OSOE 1994b:34) and relieF grants for
households in temporary crisis.

Despite this on-going state intervention, consumer organisations are concerned about the potentral
negative impact

of privatisation,

especially on low income consumers. These organisations do not

directly challenge the ideology of economic rationalism. Rather they argue that competiuon and
privatisation do not ensure access to essential services including unlities; thus they stress the need

for increased regulation flValker

1995a, 1995b), a safety net

for low income consumers and other

disadvantaged groups, as well as protection of consumer interests in general @envenuti 1994).

Even the most enthusiastic supporters

of

economic rationalism concede tJre need

for some

government regulation (Stone 1992). But these proponents always argue For minimal regulation, a
small state and non-intrusive government. For critics of the impacts of economic rationalist policies,

this question of regulation is a weak point in their opponents' armour, an inconsistency which can
be exploited to press for changes that will decrease,

if not reverse the inequalities and suffering

caused by economic rationalism.

This study is a response to the pressing need for a comprehensive, dispassionate analysis of the
impacts

of privatisation. The Office of the Regulator

representatives

General is seeking case study data from

of consumer organisations on its consultative committees. Consumer organisations

such as the Financial and Consumer Rights Council (formerly Consumer Advo cacy and Financial

Counselling Association) and the Victorian Council of Social Service are attempting to document

the negative impacts of privatisation on people on low incomes. They are hampered by o lack of
hard data and a lack of resources to do this adequately.
There is little existingresearch in Australiaor internationally on the social impacts of privatisation of
uulities. Ernst's ground breaking study (199afi fills this gap for the UK but there is no equivalent
research in Austratia. This current study does not have the scope

of Ernst's research but it

clearly

demonstrates through examination
impacts on vulnerable consumers.

It

of one of Ernst's indicators that privatisation has had negative
also provides some useful base data from which to monitor the

impacts of privatisation in Australia over future years and raises some warnings regarding potential
negative consequences
sale

It

for low income Victorians

as consumers

of

gas and water,

in the lead up to

of these utilities to private owners.

is highly unlikely that this study will lead to a change in government policy regarding privatisation

of public utilities since the commitment to economic rationalism is too great. However, systematic
and scholarly documentation of the actual social impacts of privatisation of public utilities on the
lives of people living on low incomes will contribute to the capacity of consumer organisations to
represent accurately and convincingly the interests

of their

constituents

to the Office of

the

Regulator General. Thus the study may indirectly influence government policy with regard to the
level and type

of regulation required to reduce the negative impacts of privatisation. If so, Victoria

could hope to minimise some of the more serious social consequences experienced in the UK such
as increasing social division and sugmatisation @,rnst 19942).

How was the research designed?
This study is underpinned by several core values. They are:

.

that equal access to utilities for all citizens is a fair expectation in Ausralia in the 1990s and

a

desirable social outcome;

o

that pnvatisation oF utilities has a systematic, measurable impact on people living on low
incomes; and

.

that it is worthwhile to identi$r unequal impacts such as increased disconnection for inability to
pay so that government and industry can be taken to task to reverse these negative impacts of
privatisation.

This study focuses on developments in the electricity industry in Victoria. This industry provides the
most fertile ground for detecung the social impact oF privatisation as it is the most advanced of the
unlities in terms of privatisation, with generation and distribution companies having been sold.

The key question explored here is

-

has the privatisation

of electricity distribution in Victoria

disadvantaged low income households? One of the main ways in which people on low incomes are

vulnerable in the competitive marketplace is in regard to guaranteecl access to essential services such
as electricity regardless

of economic

disadvantage. Thus this question is answered through tracking

trends in disconnections from electricity supply for inability to pay bills.

Monthly domestic disconnection figures have been collected for the last trvelve years of the period
electricity supply was under public ownership. Comparative data has also been collected on the
performance of the corporatised electricity supply companies as th.y operated in 1,994/5 and data

from the electricity supply companies after

has been collected

sale

to private owners in late 1995. In

order to expose the various factors which may have contributed to changes in disconnections over

the period, data has been collected on changes in the structure and size of SECV tariffs, rates of
unemployment and movements in the Consumer Price Index, documentation of SECV policies and
practices with respect

to disconnection for non-payment and relevant government repotts and

policy documents that trace the increasing emphasis on commercial principles in this period.

Interviews were conducted with two key respondents - Gavin Dufty, Utility Policy Officer with the
Energy Action Group and more recently with the Victorian Council

of

Social Service and Garth

Sullivan, retired SECV District Managert. These interviews were conducted in order to confirm the

veracity of these sources, to identifr k.y events affecting electricity supply in the period under study
and to test the analysis of the relative impact of each of these key events.

This methodology has confirmed the necessity of looking further than just the impacts of sale to
private owners; the process of privatisation is much more complex and includes the processes of
commercialisation and corporatisation that subject a government business enterprise
forces and prepare

it for

to

market

sale.

The key respondents identified other sources

of danthat throw further light on the central

research

on utilisation of payment plans and relief grants. Examining this data is
beyond the scope of the current study and remains zLn tvez. for further investigation. The initial
interview with Gavin Dufty suggests that these figures would support the conclusions of this study.
question, includin

t

g

data

Th" author wishes to acknowledge the generosity of Gavin Drfty, Policy Officer at the Vctorian Council of

Social

Service, Garth Sullivan, retired District Manager of the SECV, Don Siemon, Glenda Romeril, Joho Wiseman and Marg

Hutton for their valuable, respective contributions to this proiect.

It

is also beyond the scope

of this study to examine utilities other than the elecricity industry. While

the gas and water utilities have been subject to many of the changes involved in the process of
privatisation, th.y have not yet been sold to private owners. This study demonstrates that some of

the negative impacts of privatisation arise during the preparation phase. Thus t}rere is an urgent
need for future research into trends in the gas industry now that the decision has been made to
disaggregate and sell the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria.

What were the key findings of this research?
Since the electricity disribution companies were sold to private owners in the second half

of

1995,

the Government has claimed improved performance in declining rates oF disconnection from
electricity supply. The changes in disconnection rates quoted by Government, however, mask sorne
significant trends that reveal a more worrying picture. The much-feted declining disconnection rates
are, in fact, declining from a historically hrgh level.

The data collected in this paper demonstrate that while the SECV was being commercialised and
corporatised,

it

consistently and dramatically increased its rate

of disconnecdon of

domestic

households for inability to pay during the four years before the sale to private owners. During the
late 1980s, when the SECV had a policy of eliminating disconnections due to economic hardship, a
best practice was established over a six year period

of only 0.7 households per thousand customers

disconnected per month. When the disribution arm was broken up

into five companies in

1994 in

preparation for sale they were disconnecting domestic households at triple the rate of the SECV's
best practice. While some external factors beyond the control of the SECV may have contributed to

this trend, such as high rates of unemployment, close analysis suggests that a maior cause
deliberate tightening

of the SECV procedures for

dealing

was

with customers experiencing difficulty

paying electricity bills as a direct result of government policy changes requiring greater economic
efficiency from utilities.

Rates

of disconnection from supply of domestic

customers who are genuinely unable

to pay their

electricity bills are not declining uniformly across the state. In the disadvantaged inner northern and
outer western Melbourne metropolitan area and rural western Victoria the number of households
being denied access to essential energy because th.y are genuinely unable to pay their bills is much

higher than in other parts

of the state. Thus any benefits that low income

households may be

gaining from privatisation oF elecfficity are restricted to some zrreas of the state and so access to
these benefits is an accident of geography rather than a right.

This study demonstrates that current disconnection rates must decline significandy before

any

benefit can be claimed to have flowed to low income Victorians from the privatisation process.
Further, governments must examine the historical performance of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of

Victoria in order

to

establish best practice agzunst which

to set benchm'arks for

assessing the

performance of the corporatised gas companies that have been fiormed by the disaggregation of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria and later when

of the impact of

th.y are sold to private owners. Assessments

of the privatisation
as well as the sale to public owners.

privatisation must examine all phases

commercialisation and corporatisation
questions the capacity

of the market to

ensure that citizens are provided

enable them to participate fully in a democratic society.

process, including

Finally, this study

with essential services to

PRIVATISATION

CHAPTER 2:

This chapter establishes the context for the current study by examining the process of electricity
privatisation in Victoria as well as the assumptions on which this privatisation is based.

The privatisation of state owned businesses in Victoria in the 1990s is being c'arried out in the
context of international economic rationalism. The extent to which privatisation will deliver the
benefits that its proponents claim is contested and this points to the need for empirical research to

monitor the actual impact of privatisation. There is limited existing research into the social impact

of the privatisation

pro

g^m and this similarly

reveals the need

for further empirical

research. The

next chapter describes the curreht study into trends in electricity disconnections in Victoria, which
represents an attempt to fill this gap.

The rationale for privatisation flows directly from the economic theories that underpin economic
rationalism. Economic rationalism is based on the belief that capitalist free markets are, in most
instances, more efficient and effective than the state

competitive pressures (Stone 1992).

in

delivering goods and services due to

In applying this pnnciple, government is freed to act as a

of goods and services. Economic rationalism is informed by
theory and public choice theory which provide the rationale for the

regulator rather than a provider
theories such as agency

introduction of competition to the public sector and for sale of government enterprises to private,

profit-mukirg interests (lValsh 1997:27, Ernst and Webber 1996:12\. The achievement of social
goals is seen

to be best achieved through consumer choice and economic efficiency.

Economic rationalism in Australia
The widespread influence of this ideology is well documented internationally and within Australia
(Kelly

1,992,

Stilwell 1989, Stone 1992). The OECD has produced several reports in recent years that

promote competition of regulated sectors of the economy as a way to increase efficiency and
general welfare (Carver 1994).

At the national

level, the Hawke and Keating ALP Governments

of

the 1980s embraced the economic theory that competitive markets produce the most efficient
allocation of resources pus ey 1991, Kelly 1992). Thus, the 1980s witnessed a massive reduction in
government intervention in the economy, with the floating of the Australian dollar and deregulation

of the financial sector and telecommunications. In 1987, the Federal Government initiated a public

debate about the value

enterprises $'.lational Consumer Affairs Advisory

of privatisation of public

Council 1988). However, the provision of some form of government regulation is integral to the

theory

of

economic rationalism. The OECD has endorsed government regulation

of

natural

monopolies and in areas where competition is inefficient (Carver 1994).

'Ihe ideological shift to economic rationalism at federal level had a direct impact on

Australian

utiliues from the late 1980s. The federal Industry Assistance Commission (IAC) acted as the 4gent

of the

Fecleral

1989 the

government in providing the momentum for ch'ange @,rnst and Webber 1996:135). In

IAC conducted an inquiry into government non:tax

charges and

for the first time

government business enterprises were subiected to the harsh light of economic rationalism. The
reporr of the inquiry characterised the social equity obiectives o[ the utilities as a maior problem
preventing them from operating as efficiently as private indusury flAC 1989: Electricity Study ix).
called

It

for major reform to introduce competition and for the separation of social obiectives from

economic objectives by defining and separately funding community service obligations (IAC
1989:>arvi->crvir).

In the following

yezr',

the Special Premiers' Conference of 1990 agreed to establish a National Grid

Management Council, with the intention of opening up competition between states in the elecfficity

market. The Conference also established the Steering Committee on National Performance
Monitoring for Government Business Enterprises (SCNMPGBE) to ensure accountability in the
absence

of market discipline (SCNMPGBE

1995:iir). This committee publishes annual reports on

the performance of government businesses in relation to a large range of economic indicators.
There is only one perfoffnance indicator that in any way measures social factors

- a measure of

minutes off supply (SCNMPGBE 1995:21). Thus the work of this committee reinforced the view
that the social aspects of government services were of minimal importance.

During

1,991,,

the Industry Commission 0C

-

formerly the IAC) published two reports that

impacted directly on state uulities. The first report, on energy generation and distnbution, claimed

that the Ausralian electricity industry would become more efficient

if it was exposed to market

discipline through immediate corporatisation followed by privatisation (IC 1991a:81,145,165). In the

second report, on greenhouse gas emissions, the

IC urged 'vigorous pursuit' of its

proposed

microeconomic reforms of energy utilities as a way of ensuring that Australian industry could adapt

flexibly to constraints imposed by international agreements to reduce greenhouse gases and to raise

r_0

finance

to fund the

necessary activities. Thus, privatisation was characterised as essential

to

the

achievement of environmental responsibility 0C 1 991b:241).

In the following letr, the SCNMPGBE, published a report on measuring economic efficiency and
ga,ve only vague reference to 'research programs and policies' regarding social and environmental
performance (SCNMPGBE 1992:97) further reinforcing the secondary status of social obiectives.

Later tn 1992, the Federal Government set up the Hilmer inquiry into the establishment of national

on competition policy was published in 1993 and
competition to the operations of government business

competition policy. The Hilmer Report
recommended mechanisms
enterprises. Significantly,

it

to introduce

also.extended coverage

to

essential services including electricity, mil,

pipelines and ports. The Report argued that increasecl competition

will 'increase efficiency and

community welfare while recognising other social goals' (Independent Committee
1993:v).

It

of Inquiry

recognised, however, that there are situations where unfettered competition

is

undesirable and allowed that 'some consumer protection provisions improve the efficiency of
markets' (Independent Committee of Inquiry 1993:2). Hilmer specifically targeted restn:cturing of
energy utilities as an example

of

occur (Independent Committee

desirable reform

of Inquiry

of public monopolies to

1993:3).

enable competition to

The Keating Government embraced

these

recommendations and in early 1994, the Council of Australian Governments committed every state

to the introduction of competition in

gas and electncity markets over

the next two years (Carver

tee4).

In 1996, a conservative

federal government was elected on a policy

of privatisation 'where it

is

demonstrably in the public interest'piberalParty of Australial,996:1). The policy also stressed the

commonality betrveen the Liberal/National Parties' policies and the privatisation program of the
previous ALP Government piberal Party of Australia 1996:1,3).

The reform of utilities in Victoria
The Victorian Coalition Government demonstrated the principles

of

economic rationalism in

arguing that privatisation would provide performance galns such as more commercial decisionmaking and performance incentives for staff (OSOE 1994).In Victoria, as at the federal level, the

groundwork for this conservative shift was established by the previous ALP government.
1l_

In the

1980s the Victorian

ALP Government changed the public sector from what Alford

calls the Conventional Model

of the post-War

(1993:3)

era which was characterised by Ministerial direction,

hierarchical organisation and concern with due process.

It

created a model

of government that

Alford calls the Managerialist Model, in which the emphasis shifted a\ilay'from following the rules

to delivering results' and involved commercialisation and corporatisation of government activities
that were considered not part of the core business of government, including electricity.

In

1991, immediately after the Special Premiers' Conflerence the Victorian

charged its Economic and Budget Review Committee with the task

ALP Government

of investigating if and how

Victorian government business enterprises should identifr and cost community service obligtions.

The report of the Committee's considerations defined community service obligations as social
responsibilities required by and funded by government, that are over and above what would be
expected

of a'good

corporate citizen' (Economic and Budget Review Committee 1991).

It also

noted that an implication of pursuing this approach is that, as an enterprise nominates an activity
a community service obligation

as

it is declaring that it will not continue to provide the service unless

government specifically requires it and funds it. Thus, from the outset, the approach of separating
social obligations

of government

based on reducing services

business enterprises

from their commercial activities has been

to the community, not protecting or expanding them. In the same

YEM,

the Victorian ALP Government charged its Public Bodies Review Committee to inquire into
corporatisation (?BRC 1991) and the Government published a discussion paper outlining a
Victorian model of corporatisation (Government of Victoria 1991).

Shortly before the change of government in Victoria tn 1992, the ALP Government indicated its

a means of increasing efficiency so that the
Victorian manufacturing industry could compete internationally (Sheehan 1992). This strategy
intention

to

commercialise public authorities as

stopped short

of privatisation

because

the Government was concerned that the utilities would

attract a poor sale price while th.y were operating inefficiently. The Government also expressed
concerns about environmental and social equity issues (Sheehan 1992:3). Thus, the previous
Victorian ALP Government, despite minimising the role of privatisation of state businesses in its
reform agenda, laid the groundwork for the changes that are occurring in Victoria in the 1990s by
establishing the Managerialist State and commercialising utrlities.
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The 1990s have witnessed a further shift led by the Coalition Government, beyond
Manageri,alist Model to what

the

Alford calls the Contractual Model which emphasises reduction of the

public sector, purchaser-provider relationships between core government departments

and

autonomous service delivery agents and, where possible, competition between service deliverers.
Privatisation and conffacting out of services are integral to this model.

A primary aim of utility privatisation in Victoria,

as

for all privatisation programs (Ernst 1994b:109),

is to raise funds for government. The Victorian Coaliuon Government was elected in Octob er 1992

ALP Government had
acknowledged that the state faced serious budgetary problems and one of the Coalition
on

^

platform

of

rescuing the economy from crisis. The previous

Government's first acts was to audit the state's finances ffictorian Commission of Audit 1993). This
audit concluded that a key cause of Victoria's financial problems was overspending on government
services caused by the undue influence

of interest groups. It therefore recommended a restructuring

of government activity in order to reduce the influence of these interest groups (Alford

et.al.

1994:8).

The conclusions of the audit have been challenged by several analysts who argue that Victoria's debt

in

7992 was

within acceptable levels nationally and internationally as well as in comparison with

historical levels of debt in the state flWatts 1992, Crooks and Webber 1993, Salvaris 1992md 1993,

Hayward 1993). F-urther, th.y arse that the Coalition's reasons for adopting this 'alarmist stance'
(Crooks and Webber 1993) was purely ideologrcal - to iustifr its economic rationalist attack on the
public sector.

Not

surprisingly then,

the Government embraced the recommendations of the audit

and

incorporated reform of state owned enterprises into its financial management stfategy (Government

of Victoria 1993:8.1-8.14). The
assumptions

stated aims

of this reform clearly reflected the undedying

o[ economic rationalism - increased efficiency through competition, empowerment of

consumers through choice of service provider and reduced state debt by using the proceeds of sales

to retire debt (Government of Victoria1,993:8.3-8.4).

The mechanism for achieving these objectives was the State

the Government to restructure its

businesses

to

to

Owned Enterprises

focus

on

Act

1992 that enabled

economic objectives through

private owners. The Government's financial
management strategy identified privatisation as appropriate 'where there is a need to break up
commercialisation, corporatisation and sale
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entities, and where industry conditions are established for competitive markets' (Government of

Victoria 1993:8.6). Thus, the Victorian Government expressed its intention

to privatise any

government business enterprise where it was seen to be commercially viable.

The Coalition Government also adopted the Community Service Obhgation approach to ensuring
some level of social provision. Thus while the community's need for services is to be met where
possible through the operations

of markets rather than through public provision, there is also

provision made for unprofitable services such as street lighting and concessions for low income
households. These are identified

by government as community service obligations of

the

commercial enterprises, their provision is made a condition of operating licences and their delivery
is funded and monitored by government.

The political developments under both the ALP and the Coalition Governments in Victoria have
had significant impacts on all utilities. Historically, water and sewerage services have been provided

by u series of monopoly government providers throughout Victoria, including Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW, later Melbourne Water) in the metropolitan area, nonmetropolitan urban water authorities in large country centres and rural water boards in farming
areas.

The ALP Government had started the process of corporatisation of the MMBW at the time it lost

of Victoria 1991 :55). The Coalition Government corporatised
Water in lggl and disaggregated it into a headworks and three water distribution

government (Government
Melbourne

companies; the latter now operate under licence and are subfect

General.

In

amalgamated

to the Office of the Regulator

1995, rural water boards and non-metropolitan urban water authorities were

from local government. They will
and the control of the Office of the Regulator General. In 1996,

into a smaller number and were

progressively come under licence

separated

the Government announced that water will not be privatised before the year 2000 because the
pricing structure makes the industry uncompetitive (Age 30.3.96:A11).

In

7997, water pricing was

restructured so that the major component relates to usage levels. It appears that the stage is now set

for full privatisation.
Historically, gas has been provided through monopoly state provision by the Gas and Fuel
Corporation of Victoria. As with electricity, th. ALP Government was planning to corporatise the
Gas and Fuel at the time
lggS/g4,

of its election defeat in

1992 (Government

of Victoria 1991:55). In

th. Coalition Government broke up the Gas and Fuel Corporation, sold the liquefied gas
L4

subsidiary Heatane

to private owners zrnd formally separated the exploration subsidiary

(SCNPMGBE 1995:41). The remaining public utility was renamed GASCOR.

In

1997,

the Coalition Government divided GASCOR into three retail and three distribution

companies covering different geographical regions

in

order

to

introduce competition

to

its

operations where possible and to prepare for sale to private owners in 1998. The new businesses will

be subiect to increased regulation and prices will be capped at less than CPI unul 2001 when full
competition is expected (Office

of the Treasurer 1997). This plan mirrors the process oudined

below for privatisation of the electricity industry.

The privatisation of electricity
From

1,921

until the

1990s, electricity was provided

to the citizens oF Victoria through monopoly

state provision by the State Electricity Commission oF Victoria (SECU and eleven municipal
electricity undertakings (MEUs). Most of the state's electricity was generated from brown coal in the
La Trobe Valley in the east of the state (Carter 1,996:143).

The SECV was criticised by conservatives as being inefficient, costly and impeding international
competitiveness flasman Institute and Institute of Public Affarrs 1991). It was also criticised by the

community sector as overly bureaucratic and insensitive to social needs (see for example Energy
Action Group 1983).

In '1,982, the Cain ALP Government was elected on a platform that included a commitrnent to
increased Ministerial

control of the SECV, reduced tariffs and increased public involvement in

decision making (ALP Victorian Branch 1982). \Xthile disconnection data was not regulady published

during this time, community groups regularly lobbied for reductions in domestic disconnections (see

for example Energy Action Group 1986) and were successful in eliciting a commitment from the
government to implementing 'policies and procedures aimed at ending disconnection for drose
genuinely unable

to p^y'

(Government oF Victoria 1987). During the 1980s, the Government

commercialised the SECV with a resulting increase in eFficiency in terms of an increased rate of

return on assets (Sheehan 1992; Government of Victoria 1991,:7). From 1984/85, the SECV started
to operate at a profit, particulady through reducing its work force by two thirds (Carter 1996:143).
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During the 1980s, the SECV, like the elecricity industry in other states, invested heavily in new

in the expectation of increased demand from high levels of economic growth in
general and from the aluminium industry in particular. This growth did not occurand by the end of

generating plant

the decade the industry had significant excess generating capacity (IAC 1989) which still

exceeds

demand in the late 1990s (Carter 1996).

Studies

in the eady 1990s by EPAC and London Economics, however, showed that the SECV

performance compared well internationally in regard to electricity prices, efficient use of resources
and efficiency in electricity distribution. The SECV stopped taking on new debt

in

1990 and was

covering existing debt out of operating revenue while returning increasing dividends to the public
purse (Carter 1996).

Although the SECV operated as m efficient commercial enterprise, by its nature it was unacceptable

within the economic rationalist view, as a monopoly and

as a government owned enterprise, subject

to government regulation, which discriminates between classes of customers in pricing (Carter
1996). Thus in the view of the government it had to change. The Liberal-National Party Coalition
policy platform for the 1992 Victorian election clearly indicated its intention to disaggregate the
SECV and privatise significant elements (I-iberol Po.ry of Australia - Victorian Division 1992).

When the Coalition Government was elected
area

in

1992,

it identified the energy industry

of reform because of its centrality in determining Australia's international

as the first

competitiveness

debt
@,rnst 1994b:102). The specific obiectives of reform of the energy industry were to retire state
using the proceeds of sale, to enable consumers to exercise choice of supplier and to achieve the
lowest possible cost of supply to consumers (Government of Victorra 1993a:8.9 - 8.10).

The Coalition Government's competitive reform program for electricity comprised four stages to be

implemented over seven years. The EtectriciA Indurtry Act 199i empowered the Government to
restructure as follows:

1.

vertical division

of the State Electncity

Commission

of Victoria into three businesses

generation, high voltage ffansmission and distributron and supply - in 1993

2.
3.
4.

formation of five electricity distribution companies and a wholesale market in 1gg4
sale

of distribution companies to private owners in

staged introduction

1995

of consumer choice of electricity supplier from

(Office of State Owned Enterprises 1994a,7994b).
1,6

1'994

to 2000

-

The first three stages are complete. In lgg3, Generation Victoria was established to control all
elec6icity generation. It was broken into five separate companies in 1995, each controlling two or
more generation plants. These are being progressively sold to private owners.

Powernet Victoria was established

in

1,993 to

control the electncity transmission

#d.

The

government recendy reversed its commitment to retain ownership @gt 2.4.97:A3). The Victorian
Power Exchange operates a wholesale market.

It is funded by the industry and will eventually

be

owned by it.

Electricity Services Victoriawas formed in 1993 to manage distribution and supply state wide. Itwas
broken up into five distribution businesses in 1994 covering different geographical regions (Carter
1996). The central business district and the inner northern meffopolitan area are served by

Citipower; the north west metropolitan region is served by AGL (Solaris up until 1998); the outer
eastern suburbs and the eastern half

of the state are served by Eastern Energy; the inner

east and

southern suburbs are served by United Energy; and the outer western suburbs and western half of
the state are served by Powercor.

Larye consumers of electricity such as industry and large commercial buildings now have a choice

supplier and the Government anticipates that domestic customers will have a choice by the
2000. However, metering and administration costs may

to

2o/o less

yer

limit the capacity For small consumers to

shop around (OSOE, 1994a). Domestic elecricity tarifFs were Frozen from 1993
increases were limited

of

to

1995 and

than CPI in 1996 and lo/o less than CPI in each subsequent year to

2000. Pensioner concessions were guaranteed through government defining and funding them

as

Community Service Obligations (OSOE 1994b). Concomitant with the restructure process has been
the development of new regulatory mechanisms.

The regulation of restructured utilities in Victoria
In July lgg4, the Office o[ Regulator General was created with the brief of promoting a competitive
market for the restructured state owned enterprises. It also has the role of regulating tariffs and
ensuing that customers benefit from the efficiency galns arising from competitiveness and to

prevent exploitation by utilities of their monopoly status before the year 2000 (Government of

t7

Victoria

1994:4).

The primary role of the Regulator is economic, such as price capping. He may also

address social issues and consumer participation processes

but these are discretionary

@,rnst

1994b:114).

The five privately owned electricity distribution businesses, the three licensed water companies and
the three licensed gas retail companies are subject to licence conditions set by the Office of the
Regulator General. Consumers have input to these conditions through the Office of the Regulator
General's Customer Consultative Committee that was established

in

1995

to provide a forum for

business, domestic ancl farming consumers (ORG 1995a). The distribution businesses report

to the

Regulator quarterly on performance indicators that include electricity disconnection and water
restriction rates.

Prior to the establishment of the Office of the Regulator General, consumer advocates called for an
independent utility regulator

to

ensure that benchmark competition worked

in the interests of

consumers and to replace the consumer protections lost in the reform process such as access to the
State Ombudsman and

to Freedom of Information legislation (Carver

1994). Consumers called

fot a

regulator with a role of ensuring universal access to supply @envenuti 1994). When the Regulator
General was appointed, however, he quickly denied a role
balancing the preservation

in social policy. He saw his role

as

of customer service standards such as disconnection policies agarnst

enabling the utilities to introduce initiatives to increase competition (Davey 1994).

After more than two years of operation of the Regulator General's Office, consumer
began criticising

.
.
o

advocates

it for:

establishing an ovedy complex regulatory framework

insufficient independence from government and
lack of coverage of social and environmental impacts.

Specifically, consumer advocates called on the government

to extend the role of the Regulator to

protection of disadvantaged consumers and ensuring access to supply flMalker 1996).
The Victorian Government claims,. however, that through the Office of the Regulator General the

Victorian community is now receiving

t}e

highest level oF consumer protection

in its

history

(Stockdale 7991:6). Thus, the promise of the Victorian Coalition Government is that the Victorian
community will receive general benefits from the flow-on effects of increased efficiency arising from
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the introduction of competition and the profit motive of the electricity industry, with the Office of

the Regulator General ensuring that consumers gain some direct benefits from the changes. All of
these promises, however, rest on a belief

in the economic rationalist

arguments

of efficienc|,

competition and consumer choice. The next section challenges these beliefs, outlining alternative
arguments

of equity and access,

citizenship versus consumerism and direction

public purse so that the flow-on benefits

of

of profits to

the

efficiency reduce rather than increase social and

economic divisions.

A challenge

to privatisation

Critics of economic rationalism contend that it is flawed in a number of ways: it does not describe
actual economic events, its implementation has had a negative effect on the economic well-being

many people (Stilwell 1,993:28) and

concept

of

of

it is based on anti-social assumptions of an 'economic man: a

extreme individualism, assuming insatiable desire

for

commodities, maximising

with no reference to other persons or the rest of society' flVheelwright 1993:19). This
has been criticised as an oversimplification of human motivations, ignoring the 'variety of relations
satisflactions,

between self-interested and generous motives and behaviours which cannot be sufficiendy
understood, or predicted, by classi$ring all behaviour as either simply selfish or simply altruistic'
(Stretton and Orchard 1994:5).

Specifically, Public Choice Theory has been criticised as an over-simplificatron

of the complex

motivations of people who are involved in the provision of public services. Alford argues that all of
the players, including padiamentarians, public managers and employees, interest groups and citizens
are concerned with more than their own self interest. Further, the separation of policy from service

delivery that flows from the logrc
success on the limited capacity

of this theory results in poor management and relies for

its

of the public sector to speci$r and monitor outputs (Alford 1994:17-

18).

In response to Agency Theory, Alford
groups m

y

result

in

warns that reducing the influence

of

consumer interest

capture of decision-making by commercial interests. He suggests that

negotiation and consultation may be a more effective way of mediating conflicung interests than the

introduction

of

market forces (Alford et.al. 1994:17-18). Thus retaining public ownership of
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essenti.al services enables all interest groups

to participate in debate about the best use of resources

to pursue not only economic efficiency but also equity and social cohesion.
privatisation has also been criticised as short-sighted as public assets are sold to retire debt and the
1987:xi). Ernst argues that the
are not earmarked for future generations

proceeds

fiViltshire

the
economic rationalist argument that the reduction of debt will benefit all citizens, fails to address
unequal benefit that accrues to the commercial interests that stand to make a profit in the short-

term and so are able to realise a benefit much more quickly and clearly than the citizens who have
lost tangible assets. The overall economic results of privatisation of utiliues has been shown to be a
transfer of assets from the general population to a small number of people (Ernst 1994b:109).

A central

issue

in the ideological battle about privatisation is a disagreement about the primacy of

economic policy. Coombs has highlighted the link between economic and social goals:

Despite enorrnous increases in the range, content and organisational complexity of
the system, the basic social purposes of economic activity remain the same... to
provide members of the relevani social Soup... with access to a livelihood; to the
material, social, intellectual and (to a degree) spiritual means to a healthy, secure and
stimulating life... Judgement of the effectiveness of our... system, therefore, must be
based o. f,o* far it conffibutes to the achievement o[ these purposes, or how far its
operation prevents or handicaps their achievement... the end products of the system
are qualitative - the health, security and the lifestyle of the members of the society.
(Coombs 1990:2)

The Victorian

_Government

claims that this broader social well-being is best assured by the

economic benefits that flow from more efficient operation
ownership. Their critics argue that the retention

of

services

of

services arising

in public ownership

from

private

allows these

broader social goals to be addressed directly through public decision-making rather than tnrsting to
the market to provide.

Critics of government provision of goods and services contend that the public sector's contribution

to the economy inhibits growth through tax

disincendves, welfare expenditure and

the limited

productivity of the public sector relative to the private sector. They also argue that the social policies
of big governments have contradictory results in addressing equity issues and its activities serve to

limit individual freedom from constraints (|ames

1987,

Argy 1990). Supporters of public provision,

on the other hand, claim that government involvement in the economy can promote economic

It is essenual
to correct market failures and to promote social iustice through redistribution of wealth. It is also

growth and is, in fact, essential for economic prosperity
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it

the late trventieth century.

seen as essential

for ensuring individual

freeclom,

not only flreedom from the constraints of

economic inequality but also Freedom to participate fully in society (Castles and Dowrick 1988, Nell
1988, Saunders 1985, Weale 1983, Wilenski 1986, Cullis andJones 1987).

These theoretical arguments present a significant challenge to the ideological basis

for privatisation'

Despite this, the debate about public provision has been quietened in the 1990s with the small
government lobby holding sway as though it has won the argument. This has created an atmosphere

of acceptance of the inevitability of privatisation o[ key public services including utilities. Yet there
are significant arguments to challenge specifically the wisdom of utility privatisation.

Challenging the rationale for privatisation of utilities
Utiliues that rely on significant physical infrastructure, such as the energy industry, are natural
monopolies. Despite the vertical and horizontd, disaggregation of the elecfficity industry in Victoria,
there remain major barriers to entry for new players. Thus, the threat

of competition is minimal

(Carter 1,996:150) and so the idealised free market vision of economic rationalists cannot be created

in the electricity industry. However, even if it could, it is inappropriate to treat energy as ^
commodity like any other, given its essential nature.
inelasticity

i.

It

can be argued that fuel exhibits income

that consumption does not vary strictly according to price and income. In this way

fuel behaves as a necessity (Bradshaw and Harris 1983:41,53) and free market controls do not apply.

Further, energy and water are 'merit goods', provided because th.y are socially desirable. Thus
universal access is essential. But the consumerist approach of economic rationalism does not address
issues

of access (Ernst and Webber 1996:135), trusting instead to the market to provide.

Carter (1996) clearly articulates the key interests of the community in regard to utilities, and includes

'electicity at reasonable prices ... and assured supply to all domestic and community users regardless

of economic

disadvantage' G.157). Consumers are fustifiably concerned -

will private owners

pass

on efficiency galns as lower prices or retain them as increased proFrts? And will private owners
provide unprofitable services, for example to geographically isolated consumers or to low income
households?
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Given this, it is unwise to assume, ffi proponents of privatisation do, that benefits will automatically

flow to all.

It

is necessary to monitor the actual impacts of utility privatisation, especially on the

most vulnerable citizens. To date, only very limited research has been conducted.

Existing research on the impact of utility privatisation
A

comprehensive theoretical and practical analysis

of the financial aspects of

privatisation in

Australia was published shortly after the Kennett Coalition Government came to power in Victoria
Q)avis and l{arper 1993).

No equivalent comprehensive study of the social impact of privatisation in

Australia has ever been published. This imbalance is consistent with international trends.

In

an

examination of 52 studies of privatisation in Austalia, Britain, USA and Asia, Collyer (1996) found
that most focus on the economic outcomes of privatisation and fail to distinguish between different

forms of privatisation. By limiting analysis to the actual sale of public assets, each of these studies
'glosses over the complexity

of public-private sector relations and obscures the social impact of

privatisation' (p. 25).

small Soup oF studies, however, which adopt a broader definition of
privatisation and measure political, social and cultural impacts as well as economic. Most of these
Collyer identified

studies adopt

a

a

political science approach and therefore examine the poliucal process of

privatisation rather than the effects. The smallest group
sociological studies that examined empirical evidence

of

studies Collyer idenufied were

of the social impact of privatisation. None of

the examples she cited examine the impact of privatisation on disconnection from essential services.
Collyer calls for more 'empirical studies which offer critically informed insights into the impact of
privatisadon' (p.32). This current study responds to her call.

Overseas,

in Britain because of similarities between the
process there and in Australia. Restructure of urban services in other European

it is instructive to

privatisation

consider studies

countries is not directly comparable with Victoria because either the process has been different

from that in Victoria or the outcome has been very different porrain and Stoker 1997). For
example, in France, the increase in private ownership has arisen out of administrative change rather

than political commitment and in Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands, the commitrnent to
public administration is much stronger.
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Britain is the only European country with a comparable political commitment to change and

a

similar increase in private ownership to Victoria. Ernst's (199aQ groundbreaking study of the social

impacts

of utility

privatisation

in Britain represents the only major

research

in this

. He

^re

identified four key indicators for measuring these impacts - tariffs, debt and disconnection practices,
service standards and mechanisms

for consumer representation. Tracing the data revealed by these

indicators in the privatised energy and water industries in Britain, Ernst found that overall the results
were mlxed for most consumers but adverse for low income consumers.

were paying a 'privatisation premium' on tariffs in that the price
reduced at the sarne rate as the cost

of

In particular,

consumers

energy and water had not

of production had reduced. Thus, sorne of the

savings have

been pocketed by shareholders. F'urther, disconnections increased initially in the gas industry after
sale

to private owners, and only started to decline in all privatised industries after the introduction of

pre-payment meters which

hid the trends by enabling households in financial difficulty

to

disconnect themselves. Ernst demonsffated that overall, the Briush experience of utility privatisation
was that service standards do not meet the needs of low income consumers.

Following Ernst's study, which provides a useful guide to those indicators that may cast hght on the

impact

of privatisation of

vulnerable consumers, disconnection rates have been selected for

examination in this studyin orderto assess the social impactof utilityprivatisation in Australia.

This study is a response both to the lack of similar empirical data and to the concerns of the
consumer movement. Fuel poverty is an issue of maior concern to consumer groups and can be

defined as 'the inability to afford adequate warmth in the home' pewis 1992). Fuel poverry

is

indicated by increasing rates of disconnection among other things, and can be distinguished from

general poverty because the most effective way
investrnent, that is, increasing the energy efficiency

income support

to energy

of

lessening fuel poverty

is through

of the home, rather than through

consumers (Boardman 1991). Immediately prior

capttal

additronal

to the sale of the

electricity distribution businesses in Victoria, two studies of consumer concerns about fuel poverty

were published. The Consumer Advocacy and Financial Counselling Association
documented deficiencies
assistance schemes

of

Victoria

in disconnection practices, customer service standards and government

in relation to the electricity industry, as reflected in

casework demands on

financial counsellors (Benvenuti and Walker 1995). This study did not attempt to quanti$' problems

or fface trends but it did identify significant

inconsistencies

in the policies and practices of

utilities in regard to debt collection and disconnection from supply.
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the

Simultaneously, the Victorian Council

of

indicators, as revealed by expenditure

Social Service (1995) published findings on tl.re satne

of

emergency relief agencies. Neither

of

these studies

attempted to track trends in customer service standards over time and so, while th.y provide

a

useful snapshot of the social problems experienced at that point in the privatisation process, they do

not cast light on which aspects of these problems are directly attributable to privatisation. This study
is an attempt

to fill this gap.

This chapter has demonsffated that the positive outcomes of privatisation assumed by economic
rationalists are by no means certain. Thus

it

has established the need

for empirical research into the

social impact oF privatisation. The next chapter describes the current study into trends in domestic

disconnections in the Victorian electricity industry over the entire process of privatisation, including
commercialisation, corporatisation and sale to private owners.
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CHAPTER

3:

EVALUATING THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF

UTILITY PRIVATISATION
In the previous chapter, the process of utility reform in Victoria under the Coalition Government
was described and the rationale
criticisms

for

these reforms was outlined. Some significant theoretical

of this rationale were documented, which challenge the assumption of

economic

rationalism and so highlight the need for monitoring of actual impacts on consumers. A review of
existing research into the impact of utility privatisation on consumers demonstrated an urgent need

for empirical

research

on the social impacts of utility privatisation in Australia. This

describes the research conducted

chapter

for this study into disconnection rates in the elecfficity industry

and reveals that vulnerable consumers have suffered a systematic reduction in access to essential
power in the privatisation process.

This study examines trends in electricity disconnections over the twelve years prior to the sale of
electicity distribution to private owners and for the period since. It is important to look back as

well as at current data for two reasons. First, examination of historical data enables

the

establishment of a benchmark for evaluating the performance of the privately-owned utilities based

on a best practice rate of disconnection under public ownership. Second, an examination of trends
dunng the periods
enables evaluation

Defi n itions

of

commercialisation and corporatisation

of the StrCV,

as well as after sale,

of the impact of the full process of privatisation.

of privatisation

Collyer's (1996) analysis of 52 studies of privausation found that most studies adopt a very narrow

definition

of

privatisation, as being limited

to the sale of public

assets

to the private sector.

Consequendy, the focus of these studies is also narrow.

In Victoria, both the previous ALP Government and the current Coaliuon Government

have

adopted this narrow definition of privatisation. The ALP Government's policy discussion paper on

corporatisation distinguished between commercialisation, corporatisation and privatisation.
defined commercialisation as the introduction

of

commercial principles

It

to the operation of a

government business enterprise, such as charging market prices, but with the retention of public
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sector guidelines.

In contrast, corporatisation was defined

as the separation

of mallagement from

government, usually through the establishment of a Board of Management and usually operating in
a competitive market. Privatisation was a label reserved for the situations of ownership by private
interests, where the 'entity has

no aspect of public good or public interest within its operadons'

(Government of Victoria 1991:10).

This matches closely the Victorian Coalition Government's definitions, in which the definition of
privatisation is limited

to the sale of

public assets

to

private owners, distinguishing

it

from

corporatisation in which organisations operate on a fully commercial basis while under public
ownership (Government of Victona 1993:8-6).

Mury studies of privatisation, however, adopt a broader definition in which sale of public assets to
private interests represents just one form

of privatisation (Lorrain and Stoker 1997; Ernst

and

Webber 1996). Other forms include all activities aimed at increasing the private sector, reducing the

public sector and improving the perfoffnance of the remaining public sector. Under this definition,
privatisation includes activities such as tendering out and the introduction of competition into the

public sector. Collyer's analysis suggests that studies which adopt a broad definition of privatisation
are able

to examine the full range of impacts of the privatisation process.

The curent study adopts this broad definition in order to enable examination of an aspect of the
impact of privatisation that has largely been neglected in the existing literature - the social impact on

low income disadv,antaged consumers. Thus, this study traces trends across the trvelve year period

that includes the operations of the SECV prior to the introduction of commercialisation and

It

focuses

on trends in disconnection from supply as an indicator of the social impact on low

income

corporatisation, during the corporatisation process and after the sale to private owners.

households.

Rationale and significance of trends in domestic disconnections
This study is not concerned with disconnection from electricity on request by the customer.

only concerned about disconnection for non-payment

of bills. Disconnection from

It

is

electncity

supply has a major impact on households in the late 20s century where our standard of living is
dependent on electrical appliances such as light, cooking and entertainment. Thus, the willingness
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of

a utility to make a special arrangement to maintain supply to households experiencing difficulty
paying is an important indicator

of

standards

of customer

service. Trends

in disconnections for

non-payment of bills are seen as an important indicator oF service standards not only by consumer
advocates (see

for example Energy Action Group 1983a, Benvenuti 1994) but also by the

Federal

regulator. Professor Alan Fels, chairman of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
claims that debt and disconnection policies of utilities are of key concern as a service standards issue

which must be protected against sacrifice to higher profits (Fels 1994). Similarly, Ernst (199aa)
identified trends in disconnections as a key indicator of the social impact of utility privatisation in
the

UK.

There xe, of course, a range .oF factors which may conffibute to changes in the number of
households disconnected from electricity for non-payment of bills @,rnst 1994a:736, 139). These
include factors that are outside the control of the utilities and are cleady not attributable to the
privatisation process, such as changes in the population of customers and changes in the economy

affecting disposable income. There are, however, other factors which contribute
disconnection rates which are clearly within the control
characterised as casualties

to

changes in

of the utilities and which can be

of the pursuit oF profits, including changes in tariffs and utility

policies

of bills flor households in need. The capacity of utility
to exert significant control over the rate of disconnections has been confirmed by

regarding flexible payment and waiving
companies

several studies

in the United Kingdom

(see,

for example, Berthoud 1981: 18, Cooper 1981: 50 and

Rowlingson and Kempson 1993).

It

is apparent that the Victorian Government also perceives that utilities have a significant degree

of

control over disconnection rates. In September 7994, Government policy directed the Office of the
Regulator General (ORG) to require the electricity distribution businesses to develop and publish
'disconnection policies, practices and procedures which will be at least equal to those now applying

(ORG 1ee5b:40).

2

Emst found that the private utilities were not as stringent with regard to disconnections as was feared by consumer
organisations. Disconnections varied from industry to industry and from company to company. However, overall low
income customers were disadvantaged through increased disconnections, either in the lead up to sale to private owners'
after sale or through the imposition of self-disconnecdon through pre-payment mi:ters (Emst 7994a:739-143).
In the water industry in UK there was an 800% increase in domestic disconnections in the 7 years during which the
water companies were commercialised in preparation for sale. In gas, disconnections increased initially after sale and
only started to decline when pre-payment meters were introduced. There was a steady decline in disconnections in
electricity where pre-payment meters were introduced before sale to private owners.
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Similarly, the Office of the Regulator General has indicated a belief in the capacity

of the utilities to

control disconnections; the performance indicators set by the Regulator to monitor adherence to
licence conditions include a measure o[ disconnections (ORG 1995:8).

regarding

a

38o/o increase

A statement by the Regulator

in disconnections by one of the private distribution companies vividly

demonstrates his belief that the companies have significant discretion over disconnections:

'United Enerry's performance is simply not good enough in circumstances where it is
announcing profits over and above those proiected for it by fte Government. United needs
to improve its strategy. If United does not lift its game, the Office will be exercising its
powers to ensure a fur sharing with its customers of the benefits United has achieved.'
(oRG 1ee6)
The current study examines data that assists in clariflring the relative contribution of different factors

to changes in disconnections. However, the tracking of the trends in domestic disconnections prior

to privatisation has, in

itself,, been

Consultative Committee

a conffoversial issue in the media and within the

of the Office of the

Customer

Regulator General. The Energy Action Group, a

community watchdog funded by the Victorian ALP Government, collected and published SECV
disconnection figures over a twelve year period. These figures have been frequendy quoted to
challenge the Government's claims

of improvements under privatisation

4.10.95:4; Herald-Sun 19.7.95:4). However, the veracity

(see

for

example Age

of these figures has been questioned

because

data sources were not systematically documented. This study has preempted such criticism by
systematically documenting all sources

of

data and explicating the calculations that give rise

to the

disconnection figures.

Availabili$ of sources of data on disconnection rates
There is no single source of a continuous time series of disconnection datz to enable a longitudinal
study of the electricity industry in Victoria. The data used for this study have been compiled from a
range of sources.

The SECV was inconsistent in its publication of disconnection figures. Therefore, the Energy
Action Group's sources are varied and include public documents as well as data garned through
Freedom

of Information

requests and obtained through representation

on

Government

consultative committees.

These

firdiop reinforce

the view that in order to examine fully the impact of utility privatisation, it is essential to
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This paper details for the first time the sources of all of the data (see Appendix I). Most of the
sources are held

in the Urban and Social Policy Collection at the Victoria University of Technology

library, St. Albans Campus. Others are on public record at the Office of the Regulator General, th.

Victorian Council for Social Service and the Departrnent of Agriculture, Energy and Minerals.
Disconnection figures for the period from early lggl to mid 1gg4 are available in letters flrom the
SECV in response to requests From the Energy Action Group under the Freedom of Information
legislanon. These are held at the Victorian Council
1997, the

of

Social Service. From

mid 1994 unul March

Office of Regulator General produced public reports on monthly disconnection figures.

These reports ceased for trvelve months and in eady 1998 a report was produced which provided
average annual figures only. Thus,

it is possible to study trends in monthly figures only up to March

1,997.

Photocopies

of the sources

are available on request from the Financial and Consumer Rights

Council (see Appendix III).

The veracity of the data sources
Official figures for SECV domestic disconnections were publicly available in the mid 1980s through
the monthly publication Board Summary

-A

summary of minutes 0f

SEC Board meeting. There are gaps in

the series, however, and public dissemination of disconnection figures stopped in mid 1988.

The figures for November 1985 to March 1986 are contained in a document entitled Dhconnection-for
Non-Pajtnent to Januarjt 1987 which is held

in the Urban and Social Policy Collection at the Victoria

University of Technology library, St. Albans Campus. This appears to be one of a series of monthly

reports of the SECV to a committee on which the Energy Acuon Group was represented, the
Domestic Energy Consumers Consultative Committee'. Figures for the three year period to mid
1991, are

included in similar monthly reports.

examine disconnection trends longitudinally and to examine closely the causes behind the trends,
3 Source - interview with Gavin Dufiy, previously staff member with Energy Action Group
@AG) who attended these
meetings which were convened by Deparrnent of Energy and Minerals (ater Departrnent of Indusbry, Technology and
Resources), chaired by a senior bureaucrat from the Deparrnent and attended by officen of SECV and Gas and Fuel.
It operated from about 1985 to 1990, and reconvened in 1991 - 92. Members included EAG, Vctorian Council of
Social Service, Good Shepherd and the Salvation Army.
The veracity of these sources has also been confirmed by Garth Sullivan, previously District Manager with the SECV.
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There is overlap betrveen the periods covered in these reports and those covered in the Board

of the data is supported by a comparison of the figures included in these
reports with those publicly reported in the Board Summaries. As the figures in the report
Summaries. The veracity

Disconnection,forNon-Palment to Janaary 1987 are entirely consistent

with those published in the Board

Summaries, it would appear that the former is a genuine departrnental report and so the figures for

the period not included in the Board Summaries would appear to be reliable. See Appendix 1 for
details.

Trends in domestic disconnections
This study examines historical trends in disconnections while electricity was under public ownership

both before and after commercialisation and corporatisadon, as well as changes in domestic
disconnections since the sale of the Distribution Businesses to private owners. The detailed

- an extended period of relatively low domestic
electricity disconnections while electricity was under public ownership which represents ^

examination below reveals three distinct periods

benchmark of best practice, followed by u penod of increasing domestic disconnections dunng the
process of commercialisation and corporatisation and finally a period

of declining

disconnections

since the sale of distribution and retail to private owners. Despite this decline, however, some of the

private distribution businesses are still disconnecting more households each month than was the
case historically under

public ownership before the privatisation process began.

Trends in absolute numbers of domestic disconnections
Figure 1 below shows significant variation from month to month in the number of households
disconnected flrom elecricity supply

in the ten year period leading up to the

distribution and fetail in 1995 and in the period to March 1997.
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sale

of electricity

Figure

1

TOTAL NUMBER OF DOMESTIC DISCONNECTIONS PER MONTH
January 1985 to March 1997
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is apparent, however, that there is an underlying trend

- the number of domestic disconnections

fluctuated around a relatively constant level each month for several years from 1985, then increased
regularly in the early 1990s.

It

levelled out in the mid 1990s before starting to decline.

Eliminating seasonal variations by plotting the moving averageo shows these trends more clearly see figure

2 below.

It

is possible to discern three distinct periods in this trendline: a period of

relatively consistent average monthly domestic disconnections for seven years to the end

of

1997, a

period of increase in disconnections for three years to the end of 1994 and a period o[ declining
disconnections for two years to the end of 1996. Current trends are explained separately.

a In the 12 point moving average utilised here, the average for each month is calculated as the average for the 12
preceding months. Further averages are obtained in succession by omitting the oldest measure and taking into account
one new measure each time [Source - Walker and Maclean (1973) Ordinary Statistin Edward Amold (?ublishers) Ltd.,
London: 4fl. In this way seasonal variations are minimised and undedying trends are revealed.

3r.

Figure

2:
TRENDLINE FOR DOMESTIC DISCONNECTIONS 1985.1997
(12 month moving average)
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Seven years of consistent monthly domestic disconnections -

A Benchmark of Best Practice
The trendline shows a consistent average of under 1,000 households disconnected from electncity
per month in the period 1985 to early 1989. While the deviation from the average became greater
after 1989, by mid 1991 the average monthly disconnections had declined to the satne level as the
late 1980s. The average number of domestic disconnections did not return to this level fcrr several
years. Therefore, despite the temporary increase in average disconnections in late 1989,

to

characterise this whole period as

a period o[

consistency

it is possible

in the number of households

disconnected from electricity each month.

An

average

of 900 households were disconnected from electricity

each month

for the seven years

from 1985. Given the length of this period and the consistency of the trend, it is reasonable to
ch'aracterise this figure as the benchmark

2.

of best practice o[ the SECV.

Three year period of rapid increase in monthly domestic disconnections
- A Tripling of Domestic Disconnections

Between the end

of

1991 and the end

of lgg4, the average number of households disconnected

from supply each month by the SECV increased by

300o/o

to 2,700. Despite a temporary levelling

out in the average number of households disconnected from electricity at about 1,500 each month
for a yer in the middle of this period - from mid-1992 to mid-1993 - disconnections showed no
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sign of returning to the best practice level of 900 per month. Thus, this period can be characterised
as three years

of rapid increase in domestic disconnections.

3.

The staft of a decline in domestic disconnections
The trendline shows a consistent decrease in average monthly domestic disconnections for two
years from the historical high point oF about 2,700 households disconnected from elecfficity in

J*uury

1995. The absolute number

of domestic disconnections in December 1996 had declined to

the level of best practice of the SECV oF 900 per month; the moving average, however, showed an
underlying trend in which average monthly disconnections were still double the level of the SECV
best practice.

4.

Current trends

'fhe annual disconnection figures for

7997 show that the average number

of disconnections

per

month remained slightly below the level of the SECV best pracdce, at 858 per month. In the
absence oF monthly figures,

it is not clear, however, whether the number of

remained steady at this level or whether

Certainly,

it dropped lower

it is apparent that the Victorian community

disconnections has

and is now in another period of growthl.

has experienced more than five years of

increased electricity disconnections in the period leading up to and following sale to private owners.

Where a household is disconnected from supply because of non-payment of a bill, this is due to
either a genuine inability to pay or a deliberate choice not to pay. This study is concerned with the
treatment of households in financial difficulty. Therefore,

it is necessary to distinguish the former

group from the latter.

Types of disconnection - skippers and temporary disconnections
F'igures kept

by the elecricity industry for domestic disconnections include trvo distinct groups -

households that are later reconnected to electricity in the sarne name at the same address and those

that are not. The latter Soup is known in the industry as 'skippers' (ORG 1997:37) and includes
households that choose not to pay their final bill when moving out of a house, and possibly also
some households that cannot afford a reconnection fee and move

or become homeless upon

t Since this paper was written, the Regulator General has produced a graph on bi-monthly disconnection figures for
the period to June 1998. This graph shows that domestic disconnections have remained constant at 800 to 1000 per
month since November 1996.
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discovering that life without electricity is unsupportable. Such households could be characterised

as

experiencing extreme hardship (Berthoud 1981).

This study is not concerned with trends in disconnection rates for skrppers, primarily because it
seems more probable

that no one is living without power in the majority of these

cases, and

alternative cases are almost impossible to substantiate. The primary concern is with people who are
reconnected in the same name at the sarne address 'and therefore were living without power for the

identifiable period of the disconnection. This Soup is termed 'temporary disconnections' in this
paper.

The consumer movement characterises households that are temporarily disconnected as those that
are willing

to pay their electricity bills but cannot afford to do so within the payment terms offered

by the electricity supplier. The electricity industry claims that these temporary

disconnections

include a significant number of households who deliberately withhold payment in order to maximise

their cash flow; thus, the industry believes that
households

it is fusufied in inflicting

consequences

on

these

in the form of withdrawal of supply in order to encourage them to place a higher

priority in future on payment by the due date.

'Ihere is almost no support for the industry's interpretation in the literature. Rather, previous
research demonstrates that disconnections are a form

of 'punishment' that has the

least effect

of

those that most 'deserve' it. Having interviewed forty-five utility customers who were at risk of
getting into arrears (33 of whom were subsequently disconnected), Rowlin5on and Kempson found

only one example

of someone rorting the system. Even

people who had been disconnected

regularly blamed no one but themselves and 'felt a strong obligation

to pay all that they

(R.owlingson and Kempson 1993: 52). Similady, Berthoud (1981) proposed that

owed'

the'won'tpay/can't

pay' dichotomy is unhelpful. Instead, he argued that non-payment could be seen

in terms of

debtors' 'lying low in an attempt to put off the day of reckoning rather than as a calculated and
dishonest attempt to cheat the industries of their money' @erthoud 1981: 135).

Informed by these previous findings, this study has also adopted the consumer movement's
characterisation. A cursory analysis of the increasing disconnection rates in Victoria in the early
1990s lends additional support

for the decision to adopt this characterisation. Living without power,

even for a few hours, is highly undesirable in the late 20h century when living standards depend to a
large degree on elecffical appliances.

It is therefore
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reasonable

to assume that households that

are

clisconnected because

th.y choose not to

pay

will only be disconnected once and henceforth will

place a higher priority on paying by the due date.

It is unlikely then that there would

be a steadily

of households that are disconnected each month due to a deliberate choice not
to pay their bills. Thus, any upward rends in disconnection rates are more likely to be caused by

increasing number

households that are genuinely unable to pay.

The conclusions of this study are therefore based on the assumption that the trends in temporary

of trends in the experiences of people who are willing to pay but
unable to afford their electricity bills. Figure 3 shows that disconnection of 'skippers' remained
disconnections are indicative

relatively steady while temporary disconnections gfew dramatically in the eady 1990s.

Figure 3:
DOMESTIC DISCONNECTIONS . SKIPPERS AND TEMPORARY

January 1985 to March 1997
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Source: See Appendix
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Thus, the increase in denial of access to supply was not a reflection of an increase in the number of
people choosing to skip out on paying a fnaJ, bill. Rather, it was visited primarily on people unable

to pay. Agui., the trendline plotted in figure 4 below displays this vividly.
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Figure 4:
TRENDS IN NUMBER OF DOMESTIC DISCONNECTIONS
SKIPPERS AND TEMPORARY 1985 . 1997
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Temporary disconnections increased from a best practice average of less than 500 per month for
the period from 1985 to 1991 to an average o[ 1,800 per month in late 1994, an increase of more
than

350o/ol

It

is reasonable to take the figure of 480 temporary domestic disconnections per month

as the SECV best practice given the extended period over

which this was the average - seven years -

and the stability of the average. Thus, the increase in disconnections from 1'991 represents ^
departure from this best practice rate. The extraordinary size of the increase - 350% - is suf,ficient to
warrant close analysis of the causes.

This increase in monthly disconnections of households in financial difficulty suggests either a
toughening in SECV policy with regard to people unable to pay or an increase in the number of
households experiencing difficulties paying bills. This study contends that the former is the cause

as

the analysis below eliminates the latter explanation.

Impact of population changes on disconnection trends
An increase in the number of households experiencing difficulty in paying bills could be caused by
either an overall increase

in the population of

domestic customers or by an increase

in

the

proportion of domestic customers experiencing difficulty paying due to economic factors. The first
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of these possible

causes

is examined below and shown not to affect the trends significandy. The

second is considered in the next chapter.

The total population of domestic customers of the electricity industry in Victoria has increased
steadily over the period of this study. Thus, some of the increase in disconnections may be due
simply to more households being customers and so be unrelated to the privatisation process. Also,

after the disaggregation of the SECV into five clistribunon businesses, the domestic customers of
Municipal Electricity Undertakings (ME,UE were gradually incorporated into the new businesses

d lgg2 to 1994. Thus, the disconnection figures for this period are for
larger population than for the SECV figures. If the population of domestic customers
over the perio

a srgnificantly
had increased

sharply at the saffre time that the number of domestic disconnections increased, then it would be
reasonable to assume a causal link.

Like the disconnection figures, however, population figures are not readily available for the entire
period under review. The SECV published figures for the number of domestic customers as at 30

for
June of each yeffi.These figures show a steady increase in the number of domestic customers
the SECV each yer (see Appendix II). The OFfice of the Regulator General published population

of the separate electricity distribution businesses for July
1994. For the purpose of this study, the tot'al population is calculated as the sum of these figures.

figures for domestic customers

of

each

They show a substantial increase on the previous year's figures as some of the domestic customers

of Municipal Electricity Undertakings are included.

Since the Distribution Businesses were empowered
consumers

of electricity, their

to

compete

for

customers alrlong large

customer numbers have been considered to be 'commercial in

confidence'. Thus, no figures for the population of domestic customers have been published since
Septemb

degree

er

1994. However,

it is possible to estimate the number of domestic customers with

a high

of accuracy from the disconnection data published by the Office of the Regulator General.

For the purpose of this study, the population of residential customers of each of the disffibution
businesses has been calculated

from the number of domestic disconnections and the rate o[

disconnection per thousand households. A slight inaccuracy is introduced by the fact that the Office

of the Regulator General figures for the rate oF disconnection are quarterly
monthly figures; however, th. inaccuracy is minimal.
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averages rather than

F.igure 5 shows the annual increase

in the population of residential electricity customers in Victoria

for whom disconnection data is available. It reveals a relatively steady increase each year except in
1995 when most

of the customers of the Municipal Electricity

Undertakings (MEU$ were

incorporated. Therefore, overall population increases do not explain the increase

in

domestic

electricity disconnections in the period from 1991 to 1994.

Figure

5:
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Trends in the rate of domestic disconnections
It

is possible, however, that the increase in the total population

of domestic elecfficity customers

included in the disconnection figures brought about by the incorporation of customers from the

if, for example, these
customers or if th.y were

MEUs may have affected the disconnection figures. This would occur
customers had

a

different socio-economic profile from SECV

accustomed to a more liberal debt collection regime.

It

is useful, therefore, to remove the contribution made by the population cl-range and so to reveal

trends attributable to other Factors. This can be achieved by tracing trends in disconnections per

thousand households rather than absolute numbers. While monthly disconnection figures are
available, data on the population
1993. Since 7994, the Office

of domestic households is available on an annual basis only until

of the Regulator General's disconnection data enables estimation of the

population on a quarterly basis.
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Obviously, the number of domestic customers would have increased steadily during the year rather

than leaping up at the beginning of each quarter or each financial yeef.. In order to avoid over
estimatjng the rate

of disconnections by under estimating the population of domestic

customers'

monthly domestic customer population figures have been calculated for the purposes o[ this study

in the following manner. For

each year

from 1984 to lgg3, the published number of

domestic

customers has been recordedas the population forJune of that year. The average monthlyincrease

in the number of domestic customers has been calculated by dividing the total annual increase by
twelve. F'or intervening months, the published population figure has been increased by the average

monthly increase. No population figure is available for June 1994. Because of the discontinuity in
the population figures after this period caused by the incorporation of the MEUs, it is not possible

to

calculate the actual average monthly increase. So, the average monthly increase

for the period

from July 1993 to August 1994 is assumed to be the sarne as that for the ye r July 1992 to June
1993.

As for the SECV, the monthly population figures for the Distribution Businesses are assumed to
increase equally. Appendix

calculated from

III

explains how to access the primary source data as well as the figures

this datz. Using these estimated monthly population figures, monthly rates of

disconnection have been calculated in a manner which avoids over estimation of disconnection rates
through under estimation of population.

Figure 6 below reveals a similar trend

in

rates

of domestic disconnections to that of

absolute

numbers of domestic disconnections. Again, there are significant variations from month to month,

with three underlying
increasing rates

phases

- a steady rate of disconnection flor several years to the end of

of disconnection in the early

1990s; then a decline

the mid 1990s.
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1997;

in the rate o[ disconnections in

Figure

6:
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Plotting the trendline - see figur e 7 - shows the same pattern as the trendline for absolute numbers

of households disconnected (see figure 2 above). The best practice of the SECV was achieved in the

period 1985 to 1gg1 at an zverage oF 0.7 households disconnected per month Per thousand
domestic customers. In the perio d 1992 to 1,994, the rate of disconnections increased by more than
250o/o

to an average of 1.8 households disconnected per month per thousand domestic customers.

Figure

7:
TREND IN RATE OF DOMESTIC DISCONNECTIONS 1985 .1997
(12 month moving average)
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The above analysis reveals that the increase in disconnections between 1991 and 1994 was clearly
not caused by the general increase in the population of domestic custorners or by the incoqporation

of customers of MEUs.

ppers or temporaly d iscon nections?

Ski

prior to lggl domestic

disconnections fluctuated around

an

average

of

0.7

households

disconnected each month per thousand households. As figure 8 shows, this was made up of equal
numbers of skippers and temporary disconnections.

Plotting the trendline for the rate of temporary disconnections per thousand households
reveals three distinct phases (see figure 9). This frlprre shows
r,vhen

a

clear upward trend

from late

again
1991

the rate of temp orrry disconnections started to increase from the best practice rate of

0.4

households disconnected per thousand domestic customers. The peak was reached in late 1994
when the rate was 300% higher, 1.2 households temporarily disconnected per month per thousand
domestic customers.

Figure

8:
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It is apparent that households in

financial difficulty have endured an increased incidence of

disconnection from essential power in the four years leading up to the sale of elecfficity distribution

in Victoria. Even after eliminating the influence of population changes and of households skipping
out on paying final bills, there remains a dramatic increase of 300% over this period from the rate of
best practice

of the SECV of 0.4 households

disconnected per month per thousand domestic

customers.

Disconnection rates started

to

decline

in

December 1994 mid way between the horizontal

disaggregation of the SECV into five separate distribution businesses and the sale to private owners.

The decline continued through the process of sale of the distribution businesses to private owners
and has continued since.

On curent trends, it could be expected that domestic disconnection rates would have returned to
the best practice SECV level of 0.4 temporary disconnections or 0.7 total domestic disconnections

per month per 1,000 households by the middle of 1997. However, there is a high degree of
variability in the performance of the different private electricity distributron businesses.
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Trends in domestic disconnections since sale to private owners
When the SECV was broken up into five disribution businesses in July !994, each was performing
very differently in regard to the rate at which th.y disconnected households from supply for failure

to pay bills. Figure 10 and Table 1 below show the detail.

Table l: Disconnection rates by company - J.tly

COMPANY

L994,

November 1996 and average for

Disconnections per

Disconnections per

Average monthly

thousand

thousand

disconnections per

households

households

thousand households

Jrly 1994

November

1996

1997

1997

Citipower

2.41

1.19

0.83

Eastern

1.84

0.52

0.54

Powercor

1.51

0.77

0.50

Solaris

1.55

0.38

0.33

United

1.51

0.23

0.34

ALL

1.50

0.58

0.48

(now AGL)

COMPANIES
Source: See Appendx

III

The average rate of domestic disconnection at the time the SECV was broken up was more than
200Yo

of the SECV bestpractice of 0.7 per thousand at

domestic customers. One

1.5 households disconnected per thousand

of the newly formed distributron

much worse than this average - Citipower.
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businesses, however,

w6

performing

Figure

10:

DISCONNEGTION RATES BY DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS
July 1994 to March {997
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In July 7994, Citipower disconnected households at a, r^te of 2.4 per thousand domestic customers,
which is more than triple the best practice of the SECV. In conffast, Solarist and United Energy

the 1.5 households per thousand domestic customers. Since
the performance of the distribution businesses has continued to be highly

disconnected slightly more
disaggregation,
inconsistent.

Citipower, which tops the graph almost every month, serves the disadvantaged inner northern
region of Melbourne. Thus, disadvantaged households with the least market power are suffering a
disproportionate share of denial of access to essential power.

Eastern Enerry, which started with a disconnection record almost as bad as Ciupower's, reduced its

disconnections in 1996 to equal the best performer, Solaris. However, its average monthly rate of

of SECV best practice. It
serves the outer eastern metropolitan region, one of the fastest growing parts of the city with

disconnection worsened

in

1,997,

although

it

remains below the level

significant pockets of poverty, as well as the rural east oFVictoria.

Powercor serves the disadvantaged outer west of Melbourne and rural western Victoria. It started

an

a'verage

as

performer but has failed to reduce its disconnection rate as quickly as others and so it

remains above the average rate of domestic disconnections.
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Solans serves the north west metropolitan region that suFfers one
unemployment in the state.

It

of the highest rates of

was the first to reduce its disconnection rate

to the rate of

best

practice of the SECV. This supports the contention that disconnection rates are related more to the

of the electricity companies than to the socio-economic status of their

attitudes and practices
customers.

Finally, United Energy serves the privileged inner eastern metropolitan region as well as the
disadvantaged southern region.

It was slow to reduce its disconnection rate but by the end af

7996,

it was the best performer and during 1997 it remained approximately equal to Solaris.

In mid

At

1gg5, Solaris dropped below all

of the other companies in its rate of domestic disconnection.

less than 0.7 households disconnected

per month per thousand domestic customers, it

was

improving on the rate of SECV best practice. Since the end oF 1995, Eastern Energy's rate of

to meet that of Solaris. However, United Energy did not reduce its
rate to the rate of best practice of the SECV until September 1996. Powercor

disconnections dropped

disconnection

maintained disconnection rates at more than double the rate of SECV best practice until mid 1996

and was still disconnecting households at a higher rate than the SECV at the end

of

1996.

Citpower, in particular, has maintained a high rate of disconnections, still disconnecting at tviice the

rate

of the SECV best practice at the end of

1996. According

to the latest available figures,

Citipower is still disconnecting at a higher rate than the best practice of the SECV. This information
clearly shows that the disadvantaged regions of Victott^

metropolitan regions

-

- the inner north and the outer western

have suffered parucularly from the tardiness of electricity distribution

businesses to lower their rates

of disconnection.

Summary
The foregoing analysis of trends in the nte at which domestic customers have been disconnected
from essential power in Victoria reveals a
1990s that is unrelated

clear increase

in zrverage monthly disconnections over the

to population changes or to the incorporzrtion

oF customers oF the MEUs.

The SECV best practice was achieved in the period 1985 to 1991. In this time, average monthly
domestic disconnections were 0.7 per thousand households, which is still high by international

t Solaris is now known as AGL
45

standardss.

In the penod lggz to

7gg4,

the average increased by

households. The monthly average declined

in

1995 zrnd 1996

250Yo

to

1.8 per thousand

but did not return to the level of

SECV best practice until 1gg7. Further, the average disconnection figures for the state mask highly

varying perFormance by individual electricity disribuuon businesses, with the highest rates of
disconnection being visited upon the most disadvant'€ed parts of the state.

These findings are significant in that th.y challenge the claim that privatisation benefits all citizens,
including those living on low incomes. Before the implications o[ these findings can be identified, it

is

necessary

to

explore the possible causes oF these trends so that the contribution

of

the

privatisation process can be isolated from external factors such as the state of the economy. The

next chapter investigates the potential contributing factors and concludes that the privatisation
process made a maior contribution

to the trends in

disconnections

in the elecfficity

industry

identified in this study.

Averaged over six years, electricity disconnection rates in Britain have been as low as 0.24 per thousand households
(Southern electricity board 7975 - 1981),0.26 per thousand households (South Eastem electricity board 7975 - 1981)
and 0.30 per thousand households (South Western electricity board 7975 - 1981) @erthoud 1981).
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CHAPTER

4: UNDERSTANDING THE INCREASE IN
DISCONNECTIONS

The previous chapter documented an alarming increase in domestic electricity disconnections in
Victoria over the period of privatisation of the industry. Further, it demonstrated that the increase

in the population of domestic electricity customers. Thus,
other factors took effect in the late 1980s and eady 1990s and caused a much higher percentage of
elec6icity customers to be cut off from supply of essential power. It is tJre contention of this paper

was not attributable simply

to

increases

that the maior cause of the increase in domestic electricity disconnections in Victoria in the eady
1990s was

the process of privatisation, during which tariffs were restnrctured to make the SECV

more profitable and debt collection practices were tightened to increase economic efficiency.

The elecfficity industry and government can defend themselves against accusations of deliberate
harshness toward low income consumers by pointing to factors beyond their control that may have

contributed to an increase in disconnections, in particular, general economic trends that cause an
increased number of households to experience financial difficulty. This chapter compares economic
trends with the trends in electricity disconnections and reveals that, while increasing unemployment

m^y have contributed to increased electricity disconnections in 1991 /92,there is no evidence that it
caused the dramatic increase

in 1993/94.

An examination of avulable evidence of the changes that occurred at this time that were in

the

control of the government and the SECV - changes to electricity tariffs and policy of disconnection

for

non-payment

disconnections

of bills -

in the early

explores the question
disadvantaged

demonstrates that

a primary

1990s was deliberate changes

of why the SECV

low income customers at

a,

cause

of the increase in

within the SECV. The chapter

introduced changes to

time

electricity

its

then

practices that cleady

of high unemployment, and reveals a strong

correlation between the timing of these changes and the timing of Federal and State Government

policy statements which heralded the commercialisation and corporatisation of utiliues.

It seems

that the process of privatisation - in particular the introduction of commercial principles to utilities

in preparation for sale to private owners - was the major
electricity for low income Victorians.
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cause

of

increased disconnection from

Factors outside the control of the Victorian Government and the
SECV: The state of the economy
Two key indicators that can reveal whether there is a link between general economic trends and the
rates

of domestic electricity disconnection are the cost of living and unemployment

rates.

Cost of Living
When the cost oF living increases, households must prioritise spending and sometimes households
managing on low incomes are Forced to neglect utility bills in favour

of food and rent. Thus, if there

had been a dramatic increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPf) over the period 1991

to

1994, this

would have contributed to increased rates of disconnection without any tightening of SECV policy.
Flowever, the examination of changes in the CPI for Melbourne for the period in question suggests

that gen erd, affardability was not a conributing factor to the increase in disconnections from
electicity.

There was a steady increase in CPI from 1984 to the end
increase in the cost

of living from

1991

of

1990, then a slight slowing

of

the

to late 1995 (see figure 11). So, especially for the period of

rapid increase in elecricity disconnections - 1991 to 1994 - there is no apparent connection between
changes in the cost

Figure

of living and trends in elecricity disconnections.
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Unemployment
When people lose their jobs, the capacity o[ their households to pay bills dramatically decreases.

Agui., households on limited incomes must prioritise and sometimes utility bills are neglected in

of food and rent. Thus, an increase in unemployment would conffibute to increased

favour

disconnection rates regardless of SECV policy.

The graph of monthly unemployment rates in Victoria suggests some link betrveen unemployment

and elecricity disconnection rates (see figure l2). The unemployment rate for Victoria

was

consistently hrgh over the period under review and increased dramatically in the early 1990s when
electricity disconnections also increased. For comparison purposes,

th.

disconnection trendline is

reproduced below (see figure 13).

A close comparison of the disconnection trends and the trend in monthly unemployment rates,
however, reveals inconsistent results. While there is some similarity between the trends, there are

also some significant differences that suggest only
unemployment m^y have contributed

to increased

a

pottiut link between the two. While

disconnections

in

1991 to 7992,

appear to have been a factor in the increase in disconnections that occurred

Figure

in

1993

to

it does not

7994.

12:

TRENDS IN THE MONTHLY UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR VICTORIA
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Figure

13:

TREND IN RATE.OF DOMESTIC DISCONNEGTIONS 1985 . 1996
(12 month moving average)
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The unemployment rate in Victoria declined from 1985 to 1989 and there was no associated decline

in disconnection rates in this period. In [act, there was a temporary

increase

in

disconnections

towards the end of this period, in the winter of 1989 when unemployment was at a historical low

point. This demonstrates that changes in unemployment do not necessarily conffibute directly to
changes in domestic electricity disconnections.

Unemployment increased rapidly from mid 1990 to mid 1991 and then levelled out, iust

as

disconnections started to increase from mid 1991. This increase in disconnections may have been a
delayed result

of

increased economic hardship arising

from rising unemployment in the previous

yeff.

The rate of both unemployment and disconnections levelled out from mid 1992 to late 1993, after

which unemployment declined while disconnections increased rapidly. Thus, it would appear that
there were other factors at work resulting

in the on-going and unprecedented increase

in

disconnection rates in the yer before sale to private owners.

The next section examines changes that occurred

zrt

this time that were within the control of the

government and the SECV and which are clearly related to the process of privatisation.
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Factors within the control of the Victorian Government and the

sEcv
Increases in Electricity Tariffs
During the period under review, the tariffs charged by the SECV for provision of elecfficity to
residential customers changed

in both

size and structure. The change that impacted most

dramatically on low income households was the doubling

of the supply charge by the Coalition

Government shortly after it was first elected. In addition, each year from 1985 to 1990, there was an
increase

in the rate charged for electncity consumed. In

1991, the Victorian

ALP Government

restnrctured the residential tariff to include a fixed access charge for all residential customers plus a
rate for electricity consumed. This change advantaged large consumers of electricity such as large

families and wealthy households living
disadvantaged consumers

income households living
against the trends

in large homes with many elecrical

It

also

of small amounts of electricity, such as aged pensioners and other low

in small homes with

in disconnections

Few electical appliances. Tracing these changes

reveals an apparent connection between increases

domestic bills and periods of rapid increase in residential disconnections. The

domestic bills in July 1991 came only one month before the start
increases

appliances.

in residential disconnections. The 17o/o tncrease in

7o/o tncrease

of the three

in

average

in average

year period of

average domestic bills caused by the

doubling of the access charge in July 1993 calne just three months before the start of the twelve
month penod in which the increase in domestic disconnections was particularly rapid.

It

is apparent, however, that factors other than changes in tariffs affected the disconnection rates.

TheTo/o increase inavenge domestic bills

in

1991 was matched twice before,

in 1986 and in 1990. In

both of these years, the rate of residential disconnections was unaffected by this t^riff increase. This
suggests

that the increase in disconnections in 1991 was caused by a combination of factors, of

which increased tariffs was only one influence. The 1991 increase of
increasing unemployment

7o/o carne after a

ye r of rapidly

in Victoria. It may be that the combination of these factors caused a

dramatic increase in the number of households facing difficulty in paying their utility bills. When the

llo/o increase in average domestic bills was introduced in 1993, the rate of unemployment was still
increasing although at a slower rate than in 1991. Unemployment was still high and the combination

of a steep increase in tariffs with the cumulative effects of three

years

of high unemployment

is

likely to have caused an increase in the number of households experiencing difficulty in paying bills.

For aged pensioners living frugatly in one or two person households with low energy consumption,

5l

the 16% increase in the average bill would have been devastating. So, it would appear that the
Government's policy decision to increase tariffs made a significant contribution to the increase in
disconnections in the eady 1990s.

Ihe annual percentage

increase

energy consumer ate shown

in the bill for the average domestic consumer as well as for the low

in figure 14 below6. Despite the ch'anges to tariffs described here, the

overall impact on the average domestic bill was not significant until the access charge was doubled in
1993, causing

an 117o increase in the average domestic bill and a

16o/o increase

in the bill of low

energy consumers such as aged pensioners. Thus, through its particular impact on low income
consumers, this change

to tariffs could cleady have contributed to the rapid increase in domestic

disconnections in 1993 / 94.

Figure

14:

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN SECV RESIDENTIAL TARIFFS
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Given that the Victorian Coalition Government was elected with a stated policy of privausation of

the SECV,

it appears reasonable to assume that

changes

to the

access charge were

process of privatisation, designed to increase the SECV's income and to make

part of the

it more attractive to

potential purchasers.

6

The average domestic bill was calculated on the assumption of 1200 kWh averagp domestic electricity consumption
per quarter and the low energy consumer on 800 kWh per quarter. See appendix 5 for details.
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While the Government was acdng to increase the profitability of the SECV by increasing tariffs,
there were further changes occurring within the SECV to increase its economic efficiency, including
changes in both the policy and practices

with regard to disconnection for non-payment of bills.

SECV Disconnection Policy

The attitude

of the SECV to ensuring supply to

households

in

financial difficulty changed

dramatically during the period under review. There was 2r period in the second half of the 1980s

when the SECV had

a policy

oF minimising disconnections, consistent with the Victorian

Government's Social Justice Strategy (1980. The annual reports for this period show that this
commitment to reduce disconnections disappeared in the late 1980s shordy before the first
substantial increase

in disconnections. Further, there is evidence to

before the second sharp increase

in

suggest that

disconnecdons, the SECV adopted

in

1993, shordy

a policy of

reduced

flexibility with regard to assistance for customers experiencing difficulty paying their bills.

The 1984/85 annual report oF the SECV includes a record of the rate of disconnections for the
previous year (see Table 2 below). There is no indication pfven, however,

of the attitude of

the

SECV to these figures.

TABLE 2: Changes in SECV performance measures regarding disconnections
YEAR

TARGET
Total
disconnections
per thousand

ACTUAL
Total

TARGET
Temporary

disconnections
per thousand
households
6.25

disconnections
per thousand
households
None specified

1984

to

1990

ACTUAL
Temporary
disconnections
per thousand
households

1e84l85

households
None specified

1985/86

None specified*

7.71

None specified*

4.05

res6/ 87

Under 3.5 *

7.3

None specifiedx

3.4

1987/88

Under 7.0

7.5

Under 3.5

3.8

1e88/Se

Under 6.8

8.6

Under 3.4

4.5

t989 /90

None specified

No figures

None specified

No

2.89

figures

supplied

supplied

x In these years, the Annual Reports also included a qualitative target regarding establishing policies and procedures to
eliminate disconnection due to financial hardship.
Source: SECV annual reports
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The next annual report shows that the orgzrnisation had adopted a commiffnent to eliminating
disconnection due

to inability to pay. The perform'ance measures for the SECV in the 1985/S6

annual report included a qualitative target:

Development with government of an approach to eliminate the need for disconnections due
to financial hardship.
(SECV 1'986:46)

In this report, the SECV set no target for an acceptable number of disconnections, but the
For the following

yer

showed a slight decrease in both the rate

o[temporary disconnections.

In 1986/87,

figures

of total disconnections 'and the rate

the SECV raised the stakes in the challenge set for itself.

The qualitative target was firmed up, committing the organisation to:
Finalise, with government, policies and procedures
due to financial hardship.

to eliminate the need for disconnection
(SECV 1987:48)

For the first time too, a quantitative target was set, establishing the maximum rate of disconnection
zt 3.5 per thousandt. This was an ambitious target, being less than hatf of the rate of disconnection

in the previous yeu.Not surprisingly then, the SECV was unsuccessful in achieving it. Further, the
annual report for the following year showed a slight increirse in the rate

of disconnections, both

total and temporary.

The target set in the

1987

/88 annual report was more realistic, being only slightly less than

the

disconnection rates of the previous two years but higher than that of three years earlier. For the first

time, a specific target was also set for temporary disconnections. However, the results reported in

the 1988/89 annual report were even more disappointing than the previous year, with srgnificant
increases in the rates

of both total disconnections and temp orary disconnections.

During 1989/90, there was a signiFrcant change of attitude to eliminating disconnection due to
financial hardship. The 1989 /90 annual report (as well as all subsequent annual reports) provided no

information about rates of disconnection. Nor, like all others since, did it set performance measures
related

to disconnections. In its place, the SECV adopted performance

of service, such

as

measures related

to quality

limiting time off supply due to system failures. This suggests that the SECV no

longer regarded access to service as a key measure of success. Thus, the interests of middle
customers, who are likely

to be confident of their ability to purchase

access

to supply,

superseded

Note that these figures are annual totals and include commercial as well as domestic customers. Therefore, they
not directly comparable with the monthly domestic disconnection figures used elsewhere in this paper.
7
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class

are

the interests oF customers on low incomes who are more likely to tolerate the inconvenience of
intemrpted supply if they are assured of on-going access to essential power supply regardless of their
tenuous financial situation.

SECV Debt Collection Practices
There is little information publicly available on the internal policies and practices of the SECV
regarding disconnection for non-payment of bills. In early 1993, however, a report was published by

to advise on improvements to its credit management
(SECV 1993). This report concluded that it was unacceptable to continue the flexible

consultants commissioned by the SECV
practices

procedures of negotiating extensions to payment dates and reconnecting supply without payment

past debt.

It

of

recommended centralised control oF credit management practices, a reduction in the

payment period from three to two weeks and a shortened collection cycle for customers who had
missed the due date

in the past. This last initiative eliminated the reminder notice for

customers

classified as 'unsadsfactory' and granted them nine fewer days to pay before disconnection.

While there was no public announcement in the mainstream media regarding the recommendations

of this report, statements made during this period suggest that the recommendations
consistent

were

with the policy directions at the time. The responsible Minister responded to

the

historically hgh disconnection figures by stating that the SECV was required 'to operate on business
lines'

(4t

22.5.93:5) and the General Manager

of the SECV stated that

changes were occurring in

the interests of competition (Agt 13.7.93:3 and 17.7.93:5). So, households in financial difficulty
found themselves dealing with a less flexible service provider. Within four months of the publication
of the consultants' report, the rate of domestic disconnections started its most rapid increase.

Trends in financial counselling casework
Further evidence

to support the contention that the SECV adopted this harsher approach to

dealing with customers

in financial difficulty is provided by trends in financial counselling

casework

over the year following the consultants' report. A spot survey of financial counselling services in
Victoria published in June 1,994 (Benvenuti 1994) revealed a

the year following publication
presented by clients

of the consultant's report.

50o/o

increase in utility-related cases in

Nearly halF

of the utility problems

to financial counsellors in this period related to the SECV and over half of the

clients had not been offered any alternative arrangement by the utility to prevent disconnection. In
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of the financial counsellor resulted in negotiation of a payment
of disconnection. In the past, the SECV would have made these

many cases, the intervention
arranfIement and avoidance

arrangements directly with the customer without the intervention oF a financial counsellor.

This analysis of the available information suggests that the willingness of the SECV to make special
arrangements to ensure continuity uf access to supply for households in financial difficulty declined

in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and a policy of hzrsh treatment was formalised in
summary, shortly aFter the election

1993. In

of the Coalition Government with its clear commitment

to

privatisation of the SECV, policies and practices were introduced which contributed to significant
increases in domestic disconnecdons.

Government policy changes: commercialisation, corporatisation
and regulation
When unemployment has been high for three years and domestic disconnections are at their highest

point in at least eight years, it would seem reasonable to expect government to avoid any increase in
utility tariffs that would cause particular hardship to low income households. In 1993, however, th.

Victorian Government did the exact opposite.

At the sarne time, the SECV

adopted credit

in financial difficulty. The

analysis below

management practices that disadvantaged households

suggests that this occurred because the government had made a clear decision that the SECV was to

place

^

on economic efficiency than on social goals such as minimising
related to incapacity to pay. This is clearly demonstrated by longitudinal
^

higher priority

disconnections

examination of the relationship between government policy and trends in electricity disconnections

in the 1980s and 1990s.

In the second half of the 1980s, when Victorian

Government policy emphasised public

for utilitiess, disconnections were steady. In the late 1980s, the first indications
emerged of a change in Federal government policy that favoured economic eFficiency over
achievement of social goals. The Federal Industry Assistance Commission of Inquiry into

accountability

Government Non Tax Charges was publishedn and domestic disconnections increased temporarily.
8 See

n

chapter 2 for details.

Assistance Commission of Inquiry into Govemment Non Tax
Charges, which was published in September 1989, caused a realignment of policy within the SECV towards concern for
profitability and away from the provision of a public service. This review specifically mentioned rebates to pensioners
and others on low incomes as part of the 'unfavourable operating environment' of publicly-owned utilities compared

It ir likely that the process of the Federal Industry
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In the early

1990s, when ALP governments at both federal and Victorian levels adopted policies

of

commercialisation of utilities, emphasising economic performance and marginalising social goalsto,

SECV disconnections started to climb.
clear commitment

almost doubling

In 1993, under a Victorian Coalition

Government with

a

to privatisation of the electricity industry, domestic disconnections skyrocketed,

in

twelve months. The trend reversed only when the Victorian Coalition

Government specifically stated that the performance

of the utilities should stay the satne or

improve, ffid appointed the Regulator General to ensure that this occurred.

In July lgg4, the Office of the Regulator General opened for business and in September of that
yezr., the Government issued a policy statement requiring the Regulator General to ensure that the

of the new electricity disributron businesses was equal or better than the SECV's
performance as at 24 September 1994 in regard to a range oF indicators including disconnecdons
(ORG 1995b: 40). Obediently, the distribution businesses started to decrease disconnections the
performance

following month. Thus, it seems that the decline in domestic disconnections since 1994 is due more
to increased regulation than to the effects of market forces.

The key events in the development oF Federal and Stzrte Government policy to privatise utilities are
plotted against changes in electricity disconnections in Victoria in figure 15 below. This chronology

of political events affecting the electricity industry in the late 1980s and early 1990s clearly

suggests

that the processes of privatisadon, including commercialisation and corporatisation were a mapr
cause

of the dramatic increase in domestic disconnections.

with private industry and placed against this a potential 1.1% decrease in income tax as one of the economic benefits of
increasing competition in the industry. This sent a clear messafp to the utilities throughout Australia that concem for
people in Enancial difficulty was undesirable.
data compiled in the current study shows that the increased annual rate of disconnection reported in the 1988/89
annual report was contributed to by a short-lived increase in domestic disconnections in the winter of 1989, where the
rate for both temporary disconnections and skippers doubled for three months. Plotting the trendline for the rate of
temporary disconnections per thousand households - figure 9 above - shows that this change was sufficiendy brief to
not affect the historical trend. There was a two year gap between the IAC Inquiry and the spate of State and Federal
inquiries into the operations of the electricity industry which ultimately led to full privatisation. In this hiatus,
disconnection rates dropped agarn to the rate of SECV best practice. This coincidence of events suggests strongly that
increases in disconnections are connibuted to significantly by deliberate changes in practice by the SECV inspired by

Th.

shifts in govemment policy.
10 See chronology of key events affecting electricity industry in Appendix IV; also summerry of govemment reports in
Chapter 2
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Figure

15:
KEY POLITIGAL B/ENTS AFFECTING TRENDS IN DOMESTIC
DlscoNNEcTloNs 1985 - 1996
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SECV stops setting targets re maximum no. of disconnections
First government report published calling for competition in public utilines
Start of six month period in which five government reports are published calling for
competition, corporatisation and/or sale of public utilities
4: Feb 1,992 SECV stops publishing disconnection data
5: Oct 1992 Kennett Government elected
6: May 1993 Consultants report recommends tightening oF SECV credit management
7: July 1,993
Increase in electricity supply charge
8: Oct 1993
SECV broken up vertically into three businesses
9: July 1994
Office of the Regulator General opens
10: Sept 1994 Government declares performance of SECV on this date as benchmark for
monitoring p erforrnance o f private dis tribution busines ses
11: Oct 1994 Elecricity distribution broken up horizontally into five businesses
12: Aug 1995 Sale of electricity distributlon businesses starts
1:

July 1989

2: Sept. 1989
3: May 1,991

Given this disturbing trend in the electicity industry, the citizens of Victoria have good reason to be
concerned at the likely social impact of the Victorian Government's privatisation processes in both

th. gar and water industries. The next chapter explores the full implications of the findings of

this

study and identifies areas for action to minimise the social harm arising from the privatisation of
utilities.
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CHAPTER

5: POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The previous chapter examined the complex arrzy of political and economic factors that have
contributed to the increase in electricity disconnections in Victoria over the last twelve years. It
concluded that, while increased unemployment contributed to the number of households being cut

off from essential electricity

supply

in the early 1990s, the process of

commercialisation,

corporatisation and sale of electricity to private owners was a major contributrng factor, especially

from 1993.

These findings have significant implications

electricity companies,
citizens

'as

for the people of Victoria,

as customers

of the private

'shareholders' in the utilities that are yet to be sold to private owners and

in an increasingly commercialised society. This chapter explores these implications

as

and

identifies areas for action in response.

Impl ications for electricity customers
In regard to the electricity industry, the findings o[ t]ris research have implicauons for consumers

as

well as for the Regulator General and the government. This research has revealed the need for an
expansion of the role of the Regulator General in the oversight oF the social impact of pnvausation

to ensure that all Victorians are treated faidy, including those people who are in receipt of low
incomes. Service standards must be developed that meet the needs

of low income consumers,

particularly in regard to access to supply and appropriate and responsive debt collection practices
such as flexible payment schemes and deferment or waiver of debt.

The citizens of Victoria have the right

to demand

further decreases

in

domestic electricity

disconnections. Despite government claims to the contrary, there is no cause to be grateful to the

to date. In reducing aver^ge
monthly disconnections, th.y are doing no more than returning to the service levels of the best
practice of the SECV. Further, it appears that this decrease is only occurring as a result of
private electricity companies for the decreases that have occurred

continuing pressure from the Regulator General.

As the agent of government with responsibility for ensuring that customers benefit from
privatisation

of

utilities, the Regulator General should adopt
59

a target of an

average

of

0.35

households disconnected per month per thouszrnd domestic customers as the benchmark for
evaluating the performance

the SECV

in

of the private electricity distribuuon

businesses. T'his target was set by

1986/7, and.if met by private electricity distribution businesses, may begin to

substantiate claims t-hat privatisation can achieve what public ownership cannot. This target would
place appropriate pressure on Citrpower to reduce immediately its rate

of domestic

disconnection.

Further, the Regulator General should publish det'arled monthly disconnection figures in order to
monitor whether the perfoffnance of tJre disribution businesses remains below this level.

Government must identifl' specific community service obligations

for corporatised and private

utilities that ensure maintenance of supply to all citizens regardless of economic disadvantage. In this

wa|r the government can ensure that while the utilitres operate in an economically efficient manner,
vulnerable citizens are not denied access to essential services. These community service obligations
must be adequately funded to ensure that no Victorian is denied access to utilities through inability

to pay and the only households to be disconnected would be those that deliberately withhold
payment. The possibility oF requiring private elecricity distibution businesses to contribute
financially

to community

perhaps worthy

service obligation funds must

not be overlooked. An interesting model,

of emulation, is the windfall leq' imposed on privately owned utilities by the Blair

government in Britain.

Implications for privatisation of other utilities
This research has implications for the Regulator General, the Victorian government and for
consumer advocates in regard to the current privatisation of gas and the possible future privatisation

of water.

If the Regulator General is to pursue genuinely

the role of ensuring that service standards

do not decline below those of the publicly owned utilities, then he must actively seek historical data
regarding gas disconnections and water restrictions in order to identi$' a benchmark of best practice

of the public utiliues against which to monitor the performance of corporatised government
businesses or private companies. In this wz1', the public can be protected from misleading
information that obscures the negative impact of corporatisation zurd commercialisation of public
utilities on vulnerable citizens.

It

is crucial that the Regulator assumes responsibility for monitoring and regulation of the utilities

well before they are offered for sale to profit-oriented owners. In this wz1l, he can ensure that the
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utilities are genuinely operating in a manner which is Farr and equitable to all citizens before the
pursuit of profit comes to dominate decision-making.

Consumer advocates must be vigilant

in

monitoring the impact

of the entire

process of

privatisation, including the preparation phases of commercialisation and corporatisation as well

as

after sale. In this way, they will avoid accepting a level of worst practice of public utilities as the
benchmark for assessing the performance of private utilities.

Implications for broader debates about the relationship between
the state and the market
As the influence of economic rationalism sweeps through Australian society and fundamentally
changes the relationship between the state and the market,

it is important to ensure that the impact

of the shift of provision of essentjal services from the state to the market is monitored and
agzunst the stated aims

assessed

of the proponents of these changes. This study demonstrates the importance

of ensuring that any assessment of the impact of pnvatisation
privatisation takes and examines the impact
services as well as the impact

of

s'ale

of

recognises the various forms that

commercialisation and corporatisation

of

public

to private owners.

As this study has vividly demonstrated, an exarrrination of privatisation that is limited to the impact

of

sale

of public assets can result in an inaccurate

examination

representation

of

positive outcomes. An

of the full process, however, can reveal a significant negative impact for

vulnerable

citizens.

Further, this study demonstrates the central importance of the question of what form government
regulation should take

in times of a shift from state provision to market provision. Where

the

Victorian Government has adopted an approach of 'light handed' regulation, it is apparent that this
leaves significant social issues unaddressed.

The research documented in this paper presents a serious challenge to those who claim that the
introduction of commercial principles to public services will automatrcally benefit all citizens. The
findings of this research confirm the Fears that privatisation increases social divisions by bringing

6l

benefits to those who already have a disproportionzrte share of society's resources while inflicting
punishments on disadvantaged citizens who are least able to exercise market power.

It is also important that the impact of privatisation

is measured against broader criteria than those

proposed by its supporters. The shift from state to market provision of essential services must be
calls for
iudged against its impact on democracy itself. This study supports the ever increasing

another fundamental shift

in thinking about utility services, one bzrsed on the notion of

social

citizenship rather than consumerism (Ernst and Webber 1996:138-140) which includes collective

rights and responsibilities as well as those of individuals, public ownership combined with active,
independent public regulation and an emphasis on social and environmental perFormance targets as
well as economic targets.

Without equality of access to essential services, Victorians cannot fulfil their obligations as citizens.

'flh. idea of c]itizenship ...raise[s] questions of social and political

rights. Modern democracy
rests on the claim that all people can be citizens - that each person can participate in civic
life and, potentially, in decision making. Yet modern democracies too frequendy farl to
deliver these promises or to facilitate these capacities; poverty and inequality prevent people
from participati.g, keeping their eyes on the ground, keeping them concerned with
providing food and shelter for themselves and their families.'
@eilharz, Considine and Watts 1992:2)
As privatisation forces more and more people to struggle just to keep the lights on, it weakens our
capacity to function as a vigorous democratic society.
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APPENDIX

I

Table 3l Sources of data on electricity disconnection rates
REF
NO.
1

State Elrariciry Conmission

Annual

Report / 992-199i Appendix 3

2

Number of StrCV
domestic customers

p.136

and Minerals
librarv

Office of the Regulator General

Office of the

Number of domestic

E lectriciry Customer S eruin Indicators

Regulator General

customers by

Nouernber 1994 to Ju! / 995

Oct.

(oRG)

Distribution Bushess

of

Urban'and Socia]
Policy Collection,
Victoria University

r

1995, Table
J

Deparrnent of
Agnculture Energy

1.,

Board Sumnary

p. 6
-

as at 30

J*.

in each

year from 1985 to
1994
as at 30.6.1994

rDB)

A summary

minutes of SEC Board neeling
t

PERIOD

DATA

LOCATION

SOURCE

5.8.85

Campus

Jan. -Jul. 1985

domestic
discorurections for

of Tecllrology
library, St. Albans

SECV monthly

non-payment

r

SECV monthly
domestic
reconnections in the
sarne narne

4
5

Board Sunmary - / 7./ 0.85
D isn nne ctio n for

N on -P a1t m en t

to

as above

as above

Aue. - Sep. 1985

as above

as above

Nov. 1985

tanuary I 987 Monthly report of
the SECV to Domestic Energy
Consumers Consultative
Committee (DECCC
6

Board Summary

- 17.7.87

-

Jan. 1987

as above

as above

-

Apr. 1986
Jun. 1987

-

16.6.88

7

Board Summary

8

for N on-P a1 m en t to
Jufi 1 989 Monthly SECV report
to DECCC

9

D is nnne ction

S

ECV

D isconnection

for N on -

-

as above

as above

Jul. 1987
Mav 1988

as above

as above

Jun. 1988

-

Jul. 1989
as above

as above

Jul. 1989

as above

as above

Aug. 1989
Aug. 1990

as above

as above

S.p. - Dec. 1990

as above

as above

Jzur.

as above

as above

May 1991

Paltment of Acnunts - Domestic
C usto n ers Cus tomer P rocedures
Section, Energy Services

Departrnent
10

D isnnne ction

for N o n -P a1 m en t to

August / 990 Monthly SECV

-

report to DECCC
L1,

t2

t3

for N on-P a1 m ent to
December I 990 Monthly SECV
report to DECCC
D isnnnection for N on-P a1 n en t to
February / 992 Monthly SECV
report to DECCC
Ietter of 17.5.93 from Graeme
D isnnnection

-Jul.

Apr. 1993

Searle, Manager, Customer

Procedures, SECV to Gavin

Dufty, Energy Action Group
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1991

-

14

letter of 8.7.94 from R. A.

15

Brown, Officer Responsible for
FOI, SECV to Gavin Dufty,
Policy Officer, VCOSS
Ietter of 19.10.94 from Eastem

-

as above

Apr. 1993
Apr. 1994

as above

as above

Muy - Aug. 1994

ORG

a

Vctorian Council
for Social Service

(vcoss)

Enersy to VCOSS
1.6

ORG Electriciry

Customer Seruin

Indicators - Disnnnertions

tufr

to

December / 995 Feb. 1996, Table

3,
T7

a

p.7

Monthly domestic

Jul. - Dec. 1994 and

discomrections by DB

Jrl. - Dec. 1995

Monthly domestic
recorurections by

ORG Eleariciry

Customer Sentice

I)B

as above

as above

Jan.- Mar. 1995 and
Jan. - Mar. 1996

as above

as above

Apr. -Jun. 1995 and
Apr. -Jm. L996

as above

as above

Jul. - Sep. 1995 and
Jul. -Sep. 1996

as above

as above

Oct - Dec 1.995 and
Oct - Dec 1996

as above

as above

Jm - Mar 1996 and
Jarr - Mar 1997

as above

r

1995

Indicators - Disnnnections January to
March 7 996 Jwe L996, Table 3,
18

p. 10
ORG Elccmnry

Customer Seruice

Indicators - Disnnnections April to
lune / 995 Arg. 1996, Table 3, p.
8

t9

ORG confidential briefing paper
Castomer Consu/tatiae Comnittee
Agenda Iten N0.10, Electiciry
D istribu tion B usinesses,
D isconne ctio

ns

- Sfitenber /

20

ORG

for N on-P a1 n en t J u fi

996lm.

1997

Castomer Consultatiue

Committee Agenda

ltem no.9

E lcariciry D is tribu tion
D is conne cti ons for

B usinesses

N o n -P a1 n ent of

Debt Oct-Dec 1995 Feb. 1997
2T

ORG Custoner

Consultatiae

Committu Draft Agenda

ElrctiuE

lan 1 /

Perfomance Reports - lune

997 Perfonnance Repoft, Jan-Mar
1 9 97 Disconnection Rsbort
ORG Distribution Businesses
Perfonzancv Jan - Dec 1997
D is m nn e cti o n s fo r N o n -P ajt m e n t
/

22

r

Total amrual domestic
discomections by

r996

distribution business

1997

Percentage
customers

of

r Total amrual
recomections by

distribution business

DB = Electncity Disribution Business SEC = State Electricity Commission
ORG = Office of the Regulator General SECV = State Electricity Commission of Victoria
FOI = Freedom of Information
VCOSS = Victorian Council of Social Service
DECCC = Domestic Energy Consumers Consultative Committee
Copies of primary sources are available on request from the Financial and Consumer Rights Council.
(See also

Appendix III)
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APPENDIX

II

Table 4: Population of domestic electricity customers, Victoria 1985 to 1996

NUMBER OF DOMESTIC GUSTOMERS AS AT 30
JUNE

YEAR

191600
1220100

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1

251 800
12787AO

1

305700
335600
1 365500
1 387900
1409900
1430600
1451300
173s578
1761990
1
1

1991

1992
,l993
1994
1995
1996

Sources:
1985

to

1994

-

1993

1995, 1996

-

SECV Annual Reports - various years

ORG (1995b) - total residential customers of five distribution businesses
plus some MEUs

-

Appendix III - estimated from ORG data re rates of disconnection per
thousand customers

See
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Iil

DATA BASE OF DISCONNECTION DATA 1985 TO 1996
A dis\ for examination and manipulation on Microsoft Excel epreadsheet software version
available for order from the Financial and Consumer Rights Council.
Please complete the

form below, enclose

a cheque and send

5.0, is

to:

Financial and Consumer Rights Council

/d

Floor

Reid House
347 Flinders Lane

Melboume 3000
For ft[ther information, pleas€ contact us by telephon€ (03) 9614 5433, facsimile (03) 9614 8433 or e-mail
fcrc@vicnet.net.au

K....
I would like.

..

TOTAL COST
IBM compatible

disk

U

Cost $10 per copy including post and

l':::i:::::i:::::::::::::-_:::::::::.'1rff
at 25 cents per source for copying plus $6 post and

l,'"JtrTjfi

handling

::?,:r"T".;;""

handling.

$

TOTAL
I enclose a cheque for
please make cheque payable to Financial and Consumer Rights Council Inc.)

I{AME
ADDRESS

TELEPHONE (for confirmation)
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APPENDIX V
Table 6: Electricity tariff structure and charges, Victoria 1985 to 1993
Balance of
consumption

Access
Charge

$ per kwh

$ per kwh

$

91

0.1172

0.0887
0.0949
0.0997
0.1026
0.1079
0.1149
0.123

92

0.1201

0.1261

14.22
14.58

93

0.1187

0.125

33.93

YEAR

lst

120 kwh Next 900kwh I st 1020kwh
per quarter
per quarter
per quarter

$ per kwh

$ per kwh

Aug 85
Aug 86
Aug 87

0.2001

0.0805

0.2141

0.0861

0.225

0.0905

Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul

88
89

0.2315

0.0931

0.2435

90

0.2593

0.0979
0.1043

Source: SECV Annual Reports, various years

Table

7: Annual changes in average electricity bills for average consumer
for low energy consumer
TOTAL BILL

o/o

$

for 1200 kwh INCREASE

INCREASE

per quarter

TOTAL BILL

for 800 kwh INCREASE
per quarter

Jul 90
Jul 91
Jul 92
Jul 93

112.43
120.26
126.40
130.04
136.75
145.67
155.90
159.78
177.50

o/o

INCREASE

$

$

Aug 85
Aug 86
Aug 87
Jul 88
Jul 89

$

78.75
7.84
6.13
3.64
6.71

8.92

7

84.24

5
3
5

88.54
91.09
95.79

3.88

7
7
2

17.72

11

14.24

102.04

107.98
110.66
128.89

Source: Calculated from data in Table 6

73

5.49
4.30
2.55
4.70
6.25
5.94
2.68
18.23

7
5
3

5
7
6
2
16

and

Glossary of terms
ALP
CAFCA
CSO
DECCC
IAC
IC
MEU
ORG
OSOE

Australian Labor Party
Consumer Advocacy and Financial Counselling Association of Victoria

Community Service Obligation
Domestic Energy Consumers Consultative Committee

Industry Assistance Commission
Industry Commission
Municipal Electricity Undertaking

Office of the Regulator General
Office of State Owned Enterprises, Department of Treasury

SCNMPGBE Steering Committee on National Performance Monitoring for Government Business
Enterprises

SECV

State

Elecricity Commission of Victoria
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